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Abstract

Odontocetes are assumed to use echolocation for navigation and foraging, but
neither of these uses of biosonar has been conclusively demonstrated in free-ranging
animals. Many bats are known to use echolocation throughout foraging sequences,
changing the structure and timing of clicks as they progress towards prey capture. For
odontocetes, however, we do not know enough about their foraging behavior to describe
such sequences. To conduct detailed behavioral observations of any subject animal, the
observer must be able to maintain continuous visual contact with the subject for a period
commensurate with the duration of the behavior(s) of interest. Behavioral studies of
cetaceans, which spend approximately 95% of their time below the water's surface, have
been limited to sampling surface behavior except in special circumstances, e.g. clear-
water environments, or with the use of technological tools. I addressed this limitation
through development of an observation platform consisting of a remote controlled video
camera suspended from a tethered airship with boat-based monitoring, adjustment, and
recording of video. The system was used successfully to conduct continuous behavioral
observations of bottlenose dolphins in the Sarasota Bay, FL area. This system allowed
me to describe previously unreported foraging behaviors and elucidate functions for
behaviors already defined but poorly understood. Dolphin foraging was modeled as a
stage-structured sequence of behaviors, with the goal-directed feeding event occurring at
the end of a series of search, encounter, and pursuit behaviors. The behaviors preceding a
feeding event do not occur in a deterministic sequence, but are adaptive and plastic. A
single-step transition analysis beginning with prey capture and receding in time has
identified significant links between observed behaviors and demonstrated the stage-
structured nature of dolphin foraging. Factors affecting the occurrence of specific
behaviors and behavioral transitions include mesoscale habitat variation and individual
preferences.

The role of sound in foraging, especially echolocation, is less well understood
than the behavioral component. Recent studies have explored the use of echolocation in
captive odontocete foraging and presumed feeding in wild animals, but simultaneous,
detailed behavioral and acoustic observations have eluded researchers. The current study
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used two methods to obtain acoustic data. The overhead video system includes two
towed hydrophones used to record 'ambient' sounds of dolphin foraging. The recordings
are of the 'ambient' sounds because the source of the sounds, i.e. animal, could not be
localized. Many focal follows, however, were conducted with single animals, and from
these records the timing of echolocation and other sounds relative to the foraging
sequence could be examined. The 'ambient' recordings revealed that single animals are
much more vocal than animals in groups, both overall and during foraging. When not
foraging, single animals vocalized at a rate similar to the per animal rate in groups of >2
animals. For single foraging animals, the use of different sound types varies significantly
by the habitat in which the animal is foraging. These patterns of use coupled with the
characteristics of the different sound types suggest specific functions for each. The
presence of multiple animals in a foraging group apparently reduces the need to vocalize,
and potential reasons for this pattern are discussed. In addition, the increased vocal
activity of single foraging animals lends support to specific hypotheses of sound use in
bottlenose dolphins and odontocetes in general. The second acoustic data collection
method records sounds known to be from a specific animal. An acoustic recording tag
was developed that records all sounds produced by an animal including every
echolocation click. The tag also includes an acoustic sampling interval controller and a
sensor suite that measures pitch, roll, heading, and surfacing events. While no foraging
events occurred while an animal was wearing an acoustic data logger, the rates of
echolocation and whistling during different activities, e.g. traveling, were measured.

Thesis supervisor: Peter Lloyd Tyack, Senior Scientist
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List of Figures

Figure 2.1. Map of study area.

Figure 3.1. Inter-hydrophone calibration. Both the reference (a) and test (b)
hydrophones are 1 m in front of the animal. A click train and a 'zoomed-in' waveform of
one click are shown for (a) the reference hydrophone (top) and (b) test hydrophone.
Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced to IV) are shown with figure sub-label, (a) or
(b), for clicks recorded at the corresponding location.

Figure 3.2. Click waveforms recorded by (a) the reference hydrophone at the 1 m
reference position, and by (b) the test sensor at test position #1, the melon. A click train
and a 'zoomed-in' waveform of one click are shown for (a) the reference hydrophone
(top) and (b) test hydrophone. Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced to 1 V) are
shown with figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks recorded at the corresponding location.

Figure 3.3. Click waveforms recorded by (a) the reference hydrophone at 1 m, and (b)
the test hydrophone at test position #2, the body at the base of the dorsal fin. A click
train and a 'zoomed-in' waveform of one click are shown for (a) the reference
hydrophone (top) and (b) test hydrophone. Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced
to IV) are shown with figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks recorded at the
corresponding location.

Figure 3.4. Two sets of click waveforms recorded by the reference hydrophone at 1 m
and test hydrophone at test position #3, on the dorsal fin. A click train and a 'zoomed-in'
waveform of one click are shown in (a) and (b). In (a) and (b) the top set of two
waveforms (click train and 'zoomed-in' click) was recorded by the reference hydrophone,
and the lower set by the test hydrophone. Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced to
IV) are shown with figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks recorded at the corresponding
location. The relative amplitude for the reference hydrophone is shown first.

Figure 3.5. Spectral comparison of signals from the reference hydrophone and test
hydrophone at position #1, the melon. The power spectral density of the test hydrophone
relative to the reference (top), the coherence function between the two channels (middle),
and the ratio (dBV) of the test hydrophone compared to the reference (bottom). See text
for explanation of power spectral density and coherence.

Figure 3.6. Spectral comparison of signals from the reference hydrophone and test
hydrophone at position #2, on the body at the base of the dorsal fin. The power spectral
density of the test hydrophone relative to the reference (top), the coherence function
between the two channels (middle), and the ratio (dBV) of the test hydrophone compared
to the reference (bottom). See text for explanation of power spectral density and
coherence.
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Figure 3.7. Spectral comparison of signals from the reference hydrophone and test
hydrophone at position #3, on the dorsal fin. The power spectral density of the test
hydrophone relative to the reference (top), the coherence function between the two
channels (middle), and the ratio (dBV) of the test hydrophone compared to the reference
(bottom). See text for explanation of power spectral density and coherence.

Figure 3.8a. Click rate record for F1 11. Mean clicks/second and standard deviation are
shown in the center of the figure for the entire 112-minute record as well as in the top
corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.8b. Whistle rate record for F 11 (top) and samples of whistles from pre-release
(lower left) and 1-hour post-release (bottom right). Mean whistles/min and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the top figure for the entire 12-minute record as
well as in the top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is
indicated by the red line bounded with asterisks. The two whistle samples show that
F 11 used time-warped versions of her signature whistle pre and post-release.

Figure 3.8c. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for F1 11. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.

Figure 3.9a. Click rate record for FB03. Mean clicks/second and standard deviation are
shown in the center of the figure for the entire 92-minute record as well as in the top
corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.9b. Whistle rate record for FB03. The main figure shows only a short part of
the entire record around the time of release for better histogram resolution. The inset
shows the entire record; FB03 did not whistle after the few emitted around the time of
release. Mean whistles/min and standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure
for the entire 92-minute record as well as in the top corners for the periods before and
after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.9c. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for FB03. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.

Figure 3.1 Ga. Click rate record for F 115 segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well as in the
top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.10b. Whistle rate record for F1 15 segment 1. Mean whistles/minute and
standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well
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as in the top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated
by the red line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3. 10c. Click rate record for F1 15 segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment. This segment
began 1 hour post-release.

Figure 3.1 Gd. Click rate record for F 115 segment 3. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment. This segment
began 2 hours post-release.

Figure 3. i0e. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for F 115. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.

Figure 3.11 a. Click rate record for TNLV segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 10-minute segment. 'Release time'
is indicated by the red line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.1 lb. Click rate record for TNLV segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.

Figure 3.11 c. Click rate record for TNLV segment 3. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.

Figure 3.1 Id. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for TNLV. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.

Figure 3.12a. Click rate record for FB09 segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well as in the
top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.12b. Whistle rate record for FB09 for segment 1. Mean whistles/minute and
standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well
as in the top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated
by the red line bounded with asterisks.

Figure 3.12c. Click rate record for FB09 segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 16-minute segment as well as in the
top corners for the periods before and after release.

Figure 3.12d. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for FB09. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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Figure 3.13a. Click rate record for F149 segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 10-minute segment. Note: F149
was not sampled prior to release.

Figure 3.13b. Whistle rate record for F149 segment 1. Mean whistles/minute and
standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 10-minute segment. Note:
F149 was not sampled prior to release.

Figure 3.13c. Click rate record for F149 segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.

Figure 3.13d. Whistle rate record for F149 segment 2. Mean whistles/minute and
standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.

Figure 3.13e. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for F149. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.

Figure 4.1 a. Habitat use by focal animals.

Figure 4. 1b. Habitat use by focal animals continued.

Figure 4.2. 'Root' from the perspective of an underwater viewer observing the animals at
the bottom.

Figure 4.3. 'Kerplunk' as it would look to an observer looking across the surface of the
water. The three drawings (top to bottom) show the chronological progression of the
behavior.

Figure 4.4. 'Fish whack' seen from the overhead perspective, i.e. the animals are
swimming on their sides so an overhead observer sees a lateral view of the animals. As
shown, the whack can be either a dorsal or ventral thrust of the flukes.

Figure 4.5 'Side-swimming' as seen from the overhead perspective (top drawing) and
from the perspective of an observer underwater at the same depth as the animal (bottom
two drawings).

Figure 4.6 'Pinwheel' as seen from overhead. The key to visualizing this behavior is to
understand that in the figure all three drawings show the right side of the animal. From
overhead, the same lateral side of the animal is in view throughout the behavior.

Figure 4.7. Behavioral sequences leading to successful captures. Each transition
represents a single state step between behaviors. Sequences were traced backwards to
either non-foraging behavior or another capture event. Abbreviations are as follows: cp-
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capture; pw-pinwheel; ac-accelerate; fw-fish whack; rt-root; ss-side swim; kp-kerplunk;
sc-scan; ec-echolocate; wh-whistle; pp-pop; df-drift; bd-bottom disturbance/bubble cloud.

Figure 4.8. Bifurcation diagram of foraging sequences. Foraging sequences from Figure
4.7 have been categorized into the major categories displayed. The numbers shown on
the branches indicate the number of occurrences of each pathway. The numbers in
parentheses at the end of each pathway indicate the average number of steps to prey
capture for that pathway.

Figure 4.9. Behavioral transitions leading to prey capture: state-lag z-scores. The
different colored boxes for the various behaviors (Figures 4.9-12) are meant to group
behaviors relative to their minimum number of steps (i.e. transitions) away from capture.

Figure 4.10. Behavioral transitions leading to prey capture: state-lag z-scores for sand
feeding.

Figure 4.11. Behavioral transitions leading to prey capture: state-lag z-scores seagrass
feeding.

Figure 4.12. Behavioral transitions leading to prey capture: state-lag z-scores for seagrass
edge feeding.

Figure 4.13. Rate of occurrence of foraging behaviors during general activities.

Figure 5.1 a. An example of echolocation clicks recorded by the two-hydrophone towed
system. The relative level of the sounds is indicated by the color scale, which maps to
the color bar on the right.

Figure 5. lb. An example of whistles recorded by the two-hydrophone towed system.
The relative level of the sounds is indicated by the color scale, which maps to the color
bar on the right.

Figure 5. 1c. An example of pops recorded by the two-hydrophone towed system. The
relative level of the sounds is indicated by the color scale, which maps to the color bar on
the right.

Figure 5.2a. Rate of sound production by group size for all behaviors.

Figure 5.2b. Rate of sound production by group size during foraging.

Figure 5.3. Sound production rate for single vs. multiple animal groups across all
behaviors.

Figure 5.4. Sound production rate and foraging status for single vs. multiple animal
groups.
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Figure 5.5. Sound production rates for single foraging animals in the three primary
habitats.

Figure Al.1. Schematic drawing of overhead video-ambient acoustic observation
system.

Figure A2. 1. Data logger attached with a Trac Pac®.

Figure A2.2. Echolocation clicks recorded by the data logger's 'ambient' hydrophone.

Figure A2.3. Whistles recorded by the data logger's 'ambient' hydrophone.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

All animals must find and select food to survive, and most predatory animals must

also pursue and capture their prey. Finding and obtaining food is one of the most basic

biological and ecological challenges animals face. A successful predator must develop

foraging strategies that integrate sensory information with motor behaviors. Research on

terrestrial predators has focused on the sequential stages of predation: detection,

selection, pursuit, and capture (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). In so doing, these efforts have

successfully characterized the motor behaviors, and have provided an intimate

understanding of the foraging ecology of many species (Evans, 1982; Focardi, Marcellini

& Montanaro, 1996; Goss-Custard et al., 1995; Hemmi & Menzel, 1995; Jones, 1990;

Rapaport, 1998; Schmid-Hempel, Kacelnik & Houston, 1985; Yamagiwa & Mwanza,

1994). For marine mammals, however, this knowledge is still at a relatively primitive,

descriptive level. With regard to sensory systems, sound is presumably an important

sense for predatory marine mammals due to its properties in water and the often-poor

visibility in many habitats. Odontocete echolocation, for example, is excellent for target

detection, ranging, and discrimination (Au, 1993). While we know a great deal about the

capabilities of the echolocation system from studies of captive dolphins echolocating on

artificial targets, only circumstantial evidence exists for its use by wild foraging animals

(Miller et al., 1995). Norris and MOhl (1983) hypothesized that dolphins might use high

intensity clicks to stun their fish prey. While there has been no repeatable evidence to

support this hypothesis, high-intensity, click-like sounds could be used simply to startle

or otherwise flush fish prey from their refuges. Some dolphin-produced sounds possess

acoustic energy and characteristics sufficient to make this function theoretically possible

(Akamatsu et al., 1996; Blaxter, Gray & Denton, 1981; Blaxter & Hoss, 1981; Connor &

Smolker, 1996; dos Santos et al., 1990; Eaton, Bombardieri & Meyer, 1977).

The bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus, is an excellent species to study the

specific, sequential motor behaviors and use of sound during foraging. These animals

inhabit shallow, coastal waters in which they can be observed continuously under certain
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circumstances (Connor, Smolker & Richards, 1992; Nowacek et al., 1995). In addition,

we have extensive information about the distribution, anatomy, life history, diet, and

general sound production of this species (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1965; Cockcroft & Ross,

1990; Gunter, 1942; Herman & Tavolga, 1980; Hohn et al., 1989; Irvine et al., 1981;

Irvine & Wells, 1972; Kemp, 1949; Kleinenberg, 1938; Leatherwood, Deerman & Petter,

1978; Mead & Potter, 1990; Popper, 1980; Scott, Wells & Irvine, 1990; Tsalkin, 1940;

Van Waerebeek et al., 1990; Wells, 1991; Wells & Scott, 1999). While some aspects of

bottlenose dolphin biology are relatively well understood, the use of sound, especially

biosonar, in wild dolphins is not well characterized. One of the commonly assumed

functions of biosonar is to find and secure food, but this hypothesis has been tested only

in captivity (Akamatsu et al., 1994; Verfuss & Schnitzler, 1995) or during presumed

feeding in wild odontocetes that are only distantly related to dolphins (Miller et al.,

1995). To investigate whether and, if so, how dolphins use biosonar and/or other sounds

during foraging requires continuous observations of foraging dolphins. For bottlenose

dolphins our knowledge of their foraging behavior is limited to qualitative observations,

but these descriptive reports do provide a basis for quantitative study of sequential

foraging behavior. This thesis focused on two primary questions: 1) what are the specific

behaviors bottlenose dolphins use to find, pursue, and capture their prey?; and 2) how, if

at all, do they use sound as part of this process? Chapter 2 introduces the methods used

to gather data. Chapter 3 provides a glimpse into the acoustic activity of individual free-

ranging dolphins through the use of a novel research tool. Chapter 4 reports the

sequential behavior and ecology of foraging dolphins, and Chapter 5 explores the ecology

of sound use during foraging.

1.1 The Sarasota Bottlenose Dolphin Community

The research reported in this thesis was conducted almost exclusively on the

resident bottlenose dolphins inhabiting the waters of Sarasota Bay, FL, This dolphin

community has been the focus of a long-term study that began in 1970 with an initial

focus to examine ranging and social patterns of free ranging bottlenose dolphins (Irvine

& Wells, 1972). Since that time Blair Irvine, Randall Wells, Michael Scott, and many

collaborators have studied many aspects of this community (Barros & Wells, 1998;
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Duffield & Wells, 1991; Hohn et al., 1989; Irvine et al., 1981; Read et al., 1993; Sayigh

et al., 1990; Sayigh et al., 1995; Waples et al., 1995; Wells, 1991; Wells, Irvine & Scott,

1980; Wells, Scott & Irvine, 1987). These extensive research efforts have revealed the

social and community structure, matrilineal relationships, home range sizes, activity

budgets, habitat use patterns, and important prey species for the Sarasota bottlenose

dolphins.

A temporary capture and release program has provided a great deal of information

about wild dolphins that could not be obtained through simple observations. During most

years from 1984-1999, small numbers of dolphins were encircled with a seine net

deployed by a commercial fishing boat. The dolphins swim freely in the net corral, and

are then restrained one at a time to be measured, sampled; sometimes marked, and then

released. Samples collected included morphometrics, blood for health assessment, blood

for genetic and contaminant analyses, a tooth for age determination in cases when age is

not known from observations (Hohn et al., 1989), and recordings acoustic activity. This

project has yielded basic information about the animals including sex, age, genetic

relationships, and acoustic activity and repertoires.

1.2 Foraging behavior

The foraging behavior of wild bottlenose dolphins is known primarily

from descriptive reports of entire dolphin groups (Bel'kovich et al., 1991;

Caldwell & Caldwell, 1972; Hamilton & Nishimoto, 1977; Leatherwood, 1975;

Shane, 1990; Shane, Wells & Wtirsig, 1986; Tayler & Saayman, 1972), although

a few reports have described individual hunting techniques (Bel'kovich et al.,

1991; Hoese, 1971; Leatherwood, 1975; Petricig, 1995; Wells et al., 1987).

These descriptive accounts do not provide quantitative analyses of specific

behaviors or sequences, but they do reveal the variety and plasticity of bottlenose

dolphin foraging behavior and establish a basis for more detailed study.

Tinbergen (1951) discusses the plasticity and adaptiveness of what Craig (1918)

called 'appetitive' behaviors, or those behaviors leading up to a consummatory act

such as feeding. Tinbergen (1951) summarizes a consummatory act as being, "...
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relatively simple; at its most complex, it is a chain of reactions, each of which

may be a simultaneous combination of a taxis and a fixed pattern" (p. 106). In

contrast Tinbergen describes appetitive behaviors as, "...a conglomerate of many

elements of very different order, of reflexes, of simple patterns like locomotion,

of conditioned reactions, of 'insight' behaviour, and so on" (p.106). The

discrimination between these two classes of behavior is only the first phase in

analyzing sequences of behavior like foraging (Tinbergen, 1951).

One manifestation of appetitive behaviors is the presence of

foraging differences or specializations within species, or even within a population

(Goss-Custard & Le V dit Durell, 1983; Goss-Custard, Le V dit Durell & Ens,

1982; Goss-Custard & Sutherland, 1984; Le V. dit Durell & Goss-Custard, 1984;

Swennen et al., 1983). Individuals of some marine mammal species have also

been observed to use varying foraging strategies (Hoelzel, Dorsey & Stern, 1989;

Lopez & Lopez, 1985; Rogers & Bryden, 1995; Weinrich, Schilling & Belt, 1992)

including some evidence that these behaviors are transmitted through populations

(Lopez & Lopez, 1985; Weinrich et al., 1992). Evidence presented in Chapter 4

demonstrates that the Sarasota bottlenose dolphins utilize at least three distinct

search strategies, and anecdotal observations suggest that at least two of these

behaviors may be socially learned.

1.3 Bottlenose dolphin biosonar

Research with captive animals echolocating on artificial targets has elucidated the

design and operation of the dolphin biosonar system (Au, 1993). While this research has

provided detailed information about the capabilities and limitations of the system, we

have virtually no information about how the animals use biosonar in the wild. In the

1950's Schevill and Lawrence conducted the earliest experiments demonstrating high

frequency auditory capability in bottlenose dolphins (Schevill & Lawrence, 1953a;

Schevill & Lawrence, 1953b). Other early studies experimented with a bottlenose

dolphin's use of echolocation to find fish (D. Griffin, personal communication

1999;(Kellogg, 1961), but the experimental confirmation of their ability to use
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echolocation to find a target was reported by Norris et al. (1961). Between 1953 and

1993 details of the system have been illustrated through controlled experimentation. The

transmit and receive systems (Aroyan, 1990a; Brill & Harder, 1991; Brill et al., 1988;

Cranford, 1988; Norris & Harvey, 1974) and on-axis beam patterns (Au, Moore &

Pawloski, 1986) are well characterized, although some debate about the specific

production mechanism still exists (Aroyan, 1990a; Aroyan, 1990b; Cranford, 1988;

Pilleri, 1990; Reidenberg & Laitmann, 1988). The debate over production centers on

whether clicks are produced by a laryngeal mechanism or by a forced-air, piston

mechanism with the dorsal bursae being the origin of the sound. The structure of the

clicks including frequency and time characteristics is well known (Au, 1980).

Echolocation clicks are short (50-150 sec), broadband (10-120 kHz) sounds, although

the primary energy occurs between 40-100 kHz. We know the click production patterns

for trained dolphins echolocating on artificial targets (Evans & Powell, 1967; Turl &

Penner, 1989) and the detection (Au, 1993; Au & Penner, 1981; Au & Snyder, 1980;

Murchison, 1980) and discrimination (Au, 1993; Au & Turl, 1991; Hammer & Au, 1980)

capabilities.

1.4 Introduction to thesis research

The two questions posed in this thesis demand data in two critical areas. First, it

was necessary to know with confidence when an animal was foraging, and, if so, in what

stage of foraging it was engaged (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). To obtain this information,

the first goal of this study was to identify the specific behaviors dolphins use during the

different stages of foraging. Once known, the occurrences of these behaviors were

matched with simultaneous acoustic records to attain the second goal of this study, which

was to investigate the use of sound during foraging. Obtaining acoustic recordings

known to be from a specific individual is a perennial problem for cetacean researchers.

This problem was addressed in two ways during the current study. First, a towed

hydrophone system similar to that used by Sayigh et al. (1993) was used to record the

sounds of single animals (i.e. no other animals within 1 km) while foraging. Second, a

non-invasive acoustic recording tag was attached to dolphins that were captured,

temporarily restrained, and subsequently released and observed. No foraging behaviors
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occurred while an animal was wearing an acoustic recording tag, but the towed

hydrophone system produced interesting acoustic data from single foraging animals.

1.5 Lessons for this thesis from research on a different taxon

The behavior and acoustic activity of foraging microchiropteran bats illustrate the

ecological complexity and richness of a predator-prey system in which echolocation

plays a role in foraging. Griffin (1958) reviewed the history of bat echolocation and

reported the results of his many insightful experiments into its uses and potential

mechanisms. His obstacle avoidance experiments, for example, provided the first

conclusive evidence of bats using echolocation for precision flight (Griffin, 1958). These

early findings have proven to be extremely robust and have provided a sound foundation

for research into the details of the bat auditory (Popper & Fay, 1995) and perceptual (e.g.

(Simmons, Moss & Ferragamo, 1990) systems. A synergy between laboratory and field

studies has proven crucial to gaining an understanding of bat echolocation and foraging.

Griffin (1960), for example, recognized the need to confirm field results with careful

laboratory experiments despite the strong evidence already collected. This synergy has

continued, not only between laboratory and field studies, but also between the relevant

disciplines of behavior, psychology, and physiology (see (Grinnel, 1995).

What are the results of this synergistic research? We know the basic patterns of

behavior (Faure & Barclay, 1994; Jones, 1995; Jones et al., 1993; Kalko, 1995;

Simmons, Fenton & O'Farrell, 1979) and echolocation (Barclay, 1986; Britton et al.,

1997; Faure & Barclay, 1994; Jones, 1995; Kalko, Schnitzler & Grinnel, 1998) bats use

to find, pursue, and capture insects. In addition, we have detailed information regarding

the problems bats must routinely solve such as the choice of prey items (Emde &

Schnitzler, 1990), the type of signal to use based on the task and the environmental

constraints (Barclay, 1986; Neuweiler, 1983; Rydell, 1993; Schnitzler et al., 1994), the

acoustic information available in various situations (Kober & Schnitzler, 1990; Moss &

Zagaeski, 1994), and the way in which bats process echoes (Dear & Suga, 1995;

Simmons et al., 1990). Finally, and again as a result of both field and laboratory studies,

we understand a great deal about the interactions between bats and their prey. Insect prey
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are known to detect and react to bat echolocation both behaviorally and acoustically

(Fullard, Fenton & Simmons, 1979; Fullard, Simmons & Saillant, 1994; Haskell &

Belton, 1956; Miller, 1983; Miller, 1991; Roeder, 1962; Roeder, 1967; Roeder & Treat,

1957; Zhantiyev, Lapshin & Fedorova, 1993), and bats have responded by either catching

prey in spite of countermeasures (Miller, Futtrup & Dunning, 1996), or, more commonly

by hunting without the use of echolocation (Fiedler, 1979; Ryan & Tuttle, 1983; Ryan,

Tuttle & Barclay, 1983; Tuttle & Ryan, 1981; Tuttle, Ryan & Belwood, 1985).

The current state of understanding of the function of dolphin biosonar in the wild

lags significantly behind our knowledge for bats, but further research may reveal a

predator-prey system that is equally as rich. Many fish, for example, can detect and react

to frequencies contained in dolphin whistles and echolocation (Astrup & Mfhl, 1993;

Blaxter et al., 1981; Blaxter & Hoss, 1981; Canfield & Eaton, 1990; Dunning et al.,

1992; Fay, 1988; Mann, Lu & Popper, 1997; Popper, 1980; Popper & Fay, 1988; Rogers

et al., 1988), and the fish preyed upon by dolphins produce sounds that are likely audible

to the dolphins (Barros & Wells, 1998; Fish & Mowbray, 1970).

Studying animals in a field setting like Sarasota allows research to address

questions regarding the foraging behavior and use of sound by bottlenose dolphins. As

discussed above, previous research has identified some specific foraging behaviors,

which provides a basis for the detailed study of these behaviors and their ecology. In the

shallow waters inhabited by the Sarasota dolphins, not only the end result (i.e. prey

capture) but the entire foraging sequence can be observed and quantified. By knowing

whether and in what stage of foraging an animal is engaged, behavioral and acoustic

questions can be addressed similar to those answered by bat research. Another advantage

afforded by the Sarasota venue was the extensive background knowledge of the animals.

With this information, questions such as individual foraging preferences and their

relationship to preferences of related individuals could be addressed. Finally, the access

to temporarily restrained animals to which acoustic recording devices could be attached

made possible the initial study of the acoustic activity of free-ranging animals.
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To begin to understand the use of biosonar and other sounds by foraging

bottlenose dolphins, this thesis presents data on the occurrence and ecology of the

detailed, sequential behaviors that the Sarasota bottlenose dolphins used to search for,

pursue, and capture prey. The sounds animals produced while engaged in these

behaviors could then be analyzed as being definitively involved in foraging. Moreover,

by observing single foraging animals (i.e. no other animals within 1 km), specific

functions of sounds produced could be explored. To gain further inroads into the specific

use of sounds by free-ranging individuals, acoustic data loggers were attached to

individuals for whom simultaneous behavioral data were also collected. Further studies

using the data gathered and tools developed for this thesis will doubtless increase our

understanding of the behavioral and acoustic ecology of foraging bottlenose dolphins.
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2. General Materials & Methods

2.1 Introduction

The research questions addressed by this study require integrated research

methodologies and a field site where these methods can be effectively and safely applied.

An ideal setting for this type of study is the Sarasota Dolphin Research Program (SDRP)

ongoing study of the resident bottlenose dolphins in Sarasota Bay, FL. The background

knowledge of the animals combined with the capture-release opportunities (see Section

1.1) provide a unique situation in which to study known wild animals.

The primary goal of both behavioral and acoustic data collection was to record

specific foraging behaviors and the corresponding acoustic activity. Behavioral data

were collected using a combination of observational methods and protocols. Continuous

and instantaneous sampling were used during focal-animal follows (Altmann, 1974). The

main goal of the continuous sampling was to record specific behaviors from sequential

stages of foraging: search, pursuit, capture, and handling, some of which are brief and/or

subtle. Recording specific, brief, and subtle behaviors can be challenging for any animal

but especially for one that spends the vast majority of its time underwater. To address

both the sub-surface nature and the transience of these behaviors an integrated

observation platform (IOP) combining overhead video with underwater acoustic

recordings was used for continuous sampling (Appendix 1). Briefly, the system consists

of a video camera suspended from a helium-filled airship that is tethered to the

observation vessel (OV). The video image travels down the combined electrical/strength

tether to a video recorder on the OV, then to a video monitor that is being watched by the

camera operator. The operator has full control of the camera (pan-tilt, zoom, focus, iris),

and adjusts it to maintain the best image (e.g. focused, full frame image of the dolphin).

An overhead vantage point affords greater visibility into the water column (see Appendix

1), and a video record permits a detailed review of even brief, subtle behaviors. While
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observing a focal animal from the overhead video platform, instantaneous samples were

collected from the observation vessel.

Acoustic data were collected by two methods. As part of the IOP two

hydrophones were towed through the water using a system developed by Sayigh et al.

(1993). These hydrophones were connected through a high-pass filter to the audio input

of the overhead video recorder. The second method used to collect acoustic data was a

recording tag (Nowacek et al., 1998) attached to temporarily restrained animals which

were, after release, followed according to the focal-animal protocol described below.

2.2 Behavioral Data Collection

2.2.1 Focal-Animal Continuous Sampling

Continuous behavioral sampling during focal-animal follows (Altmann, 1974)

was conducted exclusively from video tapes recorded from the IOP. Video tapes,

including acoustic activity, were reviewed and scored in the laboratory; this process is

described fully in section 4.2. Each day the study area (Figure 1) was searched until

appropriate animals were located. The sample of individuals studied represents both sub-

adult and adult animals. Dependent animals, i.e. those always sighted with their mothers,

were excluded from the study for two reasons. Their feeding rate is presumably lower

than independent animals as they may still be nursing, and their foraging patterns are still

developing (Caro & Hauser, 1992; Haenel, 1986; Lopez & Lopez, 1985) which could

give a biased view of specific behaviors observed. Once animals were located, basic data

were collected according to the Sarasota Dolphin Research Program (SDRP) protocol

including: initial heading; animal identifications and/or photographs; numbers of adult

animals, calves, and young of the year (YOYs); location (GPS and code); environmental

conditions; and general activity (Urian & Wells, 1996). If one of the animals present was

considered to be appropriate, i.e. not a dependent calf nor a highly repeated subject

(sampled >5 hours), a focal follow was begun. For continuous sampling the goal was to
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maintain the subject in the video field of view. If the subject was lost from view the boat

crew would assist the 'camera driver' in relocating the animal. The periods of time

during which the animal was not within the video field will be discussed in section 4.2.

While taping the subject, the 'camera-driver' would maintain the best possible image,

which includes tightest possible zoom (often dictated by animal's speed), centered image,

focus, and most favorable iris setting. The format for the majority of the video footage

was Hi-8, but early segments were recorded on BetaSP and later segments on digital

video tape.

2.2.2 Focal-Animal Instantaneous Sampling

Instantaneous sampling (Altmann, 1974) was utilized to record a variety of data

including group spread, location, habitat type, and environmental conditions. Altmann

(1974) describes instantaneous sampling as an effective method of estimating the amount

of time individuals devote to specific activities. The instantaneous sampling protocol

was designed, therefore, to measure behavioral state parameters related to foraging.

A change in group spread has been associated with foraging in inshore bottlenose

dolphins (Irvine et al., 1981), so to quantify this the focal animal's distance to nearest

neighbor was recorded in 1996, and in 1997 additional measures of overall group spread

were added. Next, the habitat type and depth of water were recorded to investigate in

greater detail the general habitat use reported by Waples (1995) and because the

distribution of their prey items is affected by these parameters (Savino & Stein, 1989;

Sogard, Powell & Holmquist, 1989). The 1996 data indicated that in some instances the

dolphins travel directly between prey-rich areas, e.g. between shallow seagrass patches.

In response the 1997 data collection protocol included GPS location so the animals'

general movements could be tracked. Also added in 1997 was a measurement of water

clarity (secchi disc), because data collected in 1996 suggested that dolphins may

echolocate less frequently in clearer water. Finally, measurements of sea state, cloud
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cover, current, and tide were recorded to investigate the influence of these factors on

foraging activity.

2.3 Acoustic Data Collection

2.3.1 Towed Acoustic System

As part of the IOP two hydrophones (HTI-96) were towed through the water

using a system virtually identical to Sayigh et al. (1993). These hydrophones were high-

pass filtered (Allen Avionics F4188-4PO; F.3 dB = 4 kHz, 6-pole) and then input into the

audio channels of the video recorder (for Hi-8: frequency response is flat to

approximately 30 kHz). Some acoustic signals of interest have low frequency

components so when attempting to record these the filter was taken offline. This audio

recording system yielded excellent quality recordings of the anticipated clicks (Figure

5.1a) and whistles (Figure 5.1b), and also recorded unexpected sounds such as 'pops'

(Figure 5. 1c). In regards to clicks the recordings from this system could not be used to

identify the animal which made the sounds, but since many of the follows were

conducted on single animals the rate of click train production could still be estimated.

The results of these echolocation recordings are likely negatively biased because the high

degree of directionality of echolocation clicks (Au, Floyd & Haun, 1978; Au, Moore &

Pawloski, 1986) precludes the recording of every click even for single-animal follows.

2.3.2 Acoustic Data Logger

To record echolocation click events (i.e. not full bandwidth recordings) known to

be from a specific individual, an acoustic data logger was developed (see Chapter 3 and

Appendix 2). The logger was attached to temporarily restrained dolphins during the

capture-release project (see Chapter 1). The animals were subsequently released and

followed with the IOP according to the standard focal-animal follow protocol.
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The data logger was deployed during the 1997 and 1998 capture-release projects.

A summary of the data logger equipment and operation is provided here; for a full

description see (Nowacek et al., 1998). Both the 1997 and 1998 versions consisted of

suction cup hydrophones connected through a water-tight housing to an audio recorder

(Sony NT-2; Fs=32 kHz), and the housing was attached to the dolphin's fin with a non-

invasive Trac Pac *. A VHF radio transmitter was also incorporated into the Trac Pac *

to facilitate following the animal and to recover the pack after its release. The 1997

version had two suction cup hydrophones: an 'echolocation' sensor which was placed on

the dorsal mid-line approximately 20 cm posterior of the blow hole, and an 'ambient'

sensor located on the body flank at the base of the dorsal fin. In 1998 a hydrophone was

attached only at the 'ambient' location as experiments with captive animals at the

Dolphin Research Center (DRC) showed that each echolocation click event could be

recorded at that location (see Section 3.3.1). The only other unique feature of the 1997

logger was the use of a simple demodulator in one deployment. The theory of the

demodulator was to utilize the band of highest click energy, i.e. 70-90 kHz, thereby

assuring successful recording of each click. Two results alleviated the need for the

demodulator: 1) the animals' low click rate; and 2) the ability to record every click event

at the 'ambient' sensor location.

In 1998 a number of features were added to improve the data logger's sampling

capability with the goal being to sample the animal's acoustic activity while recording

indicators of its behavior. The attitude tag (ATAG) incorporated an electrostatic pitch-

roll sensor, a digital 3-dimensional compass, and a sound pressure level sensor all of

which were sampled at either 1 or 2 Hz. The data were recorded on a 1 MB non-volatile

serial flash memory chip with memory capacity of 36 hours at 1 Hz sampling, 18 hours at

2 Hz. The ATAG also controlled the audio recorder allowing the 2 stereo-hours of tape

to be recorded according to a pre-set schedule.
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Chapter 3. Acoustic Activity of Free-ranging Bottlenose Dolphins

3.1 Introduction
Animals produce many different types of signals for a variety of purposes, and the

behavioral ecologist works to elucidate the ecological function of the signals. Animals

use all of the primary sensory and perceptual pathways for signaling: vision, hearing,

touch, and taste or smell (i.e. chemical). The uses range, in general terms, from

intraspecific communication to individually important needs such as navigation and food

finding. Behavioral ecologists require at least three critical pieces of data to understand

the details of a signal's function: 1) to record it in a biologically relevant setting, 2) to

know the individual that produced it, and 3) to record the preceding and ensuing behavior

of the signaler and other potential respondents within range of the signal. A well studied

signaling system can illustrate the depth of understanding possible with such data.

The structure and functions of vervet monkey, Cercopithecus aethiops, acoustic

signals are well understood because these critical data were collected early in the study of

this signaling system. Struhsaker (1967) carefully cataloged 36 distinct sounds and their

functions based on his recordings and observations of wild vervet monkeys in their

natural habitat. He knew which animal was signaling through the use of a parabolic

microphone and because characteristic mouth and lip movements accompanied each

sound (Struhsaker, 1967), and his thousands of hours of observation provided the

behavioral context from which he deduced the function of the sounds. The results from,

and continued use of, these techniques have revealed very detailed information about this

signaling system. For example, Cheney and Seyfarth (1980), used a protocol similar to

Struhsaker's to evaluate the selective forces affecting vervet monkey alarm calls. With

the extensive baseline knowledge these and other studies produced, an additional

technique could be utilized to address even more specific questions. Acoustic playback

experiments (i.e. recreating signal stimuli) can be a powerful means of testing hypotheses

(Cheney & Seyfarth, 1980; Cheney & Seyfarth, 1982; Horn, 1992; Searcy, 1992), but
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such experiments must be conducted with caution as the results can be confounded by

many factors (Gerhardt, 1992; McGregor, 1992). Cheney and Seyfarth skillfully used

playback experiments to demonstrate that vervet monkeys can recognize individuals

(1982) including mother-infant recognition (1980). They also showed that vervets can

assess the meaning and reliability of signals from particular individuals (Cheney &

Seyfarth, 1988).

Identifying which individual makes a signal is therefore an essential step in

gaining an understanding of the function of that signal for the signaler and others.

Confidently assigning a sound to a particular individual has been a long-standing

difficulty in the study of wild marine mammals, especially cetaceans. For free-ranging

cetaceans there are two methods a researcher can employ to reduce the sound source

ambiguity to acceptable levels. An array of hydrophones mounted on the sea floor,

suspended from buoys, or towed through the water can provide adequate data for

localizing which animal produced a sound (Clark, Ellison & Beeman, 1986; Clark &

Johnson, 1984; Miller & Tyack, 1998; Watkins & Schevill, 1972). The other method is

to have a sensor and acoustic recorder attached to the individual (i.e. data logger). This

method has been used successfully with pinnipeds (Fletcher et al., 1996), but not free-

ranging cetaceans. Recording odontocete biosonar presents a particularly difficult

technical issue due to the high frequencies and narrow transmit beam pattern of these

sounds (Au, 1993). Given these constraints, the present work sought to record the

occurrence of every biosonar pulse, not the full spectrum of the signals.

Being able to confidently assign a sound to a particular individual in its natural

setting provides two of the three pieces of information identified as critical for

understanding the ecology of a particular signal. The present chapter demonstrates the

successful application of a data logger to free-ranging bottlenose dolphins. Traditionally

three different types of sounds have been attributed to bottlenose dolphins: whistles,

burst-pulse sounds, and echolocation clicks (Popper, 1980). Whistles are frequency
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modulated tonal sounds with fundamental frequencies ranging from 2-20 kHz (Caldwell

& Caldwell, 1965). Burst-pulse sounds encompass a wide variety of sounds that are

highly variable in structure and length (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967; Wood, 1953).

Echolocation clicks are short (50-150 jisec) broadband pulses with center frequencies

between 65-120 kHz and -3dB bandwidth of approximately 40 kHz (Au, 1993). The

spectral content of the clicks does vary, although Au (1993) asserts that there is no

evidence that bottlenose dolphins adapt the spectrum for specific tasks. Amundin (1991),

however, has found spectral adaptation in harbor porpoises, Phocoena phocoena. For the

following reasons the data logger was designed to record simply the occurrence of every

echolocation click (i.e. the timing of each click relative to specific tasks and to other

clicks) not the full bandwidth. 1) Even for captive dolphins there is debate as to whether

the animals always emit clicks with inter-click intervals (ICI: the time between the onset

of two successive clicks) greater than the two way travel time to the target (Ivanov &

Popov, 1979; Norris et al., 1961; Turl & Penner, 1989). 2) Knowledge of the timing and

use patterns of bat echolocation has provided significant insight into the ecology of the

bat echolocation system (Kick & Simmons, 1984; Schnitzler & Henson, 1980; Schnitzler

et al., 1994). 3) The high frequencies, narrow transmit beam pattern, limited access to

only the near field, and broad signal band of dolphin echolocation (Au, 1993) make these

signals difficult to sample completely. All other sounds dolphins are known to produce

were well within the recording capabilities of the data logger (Nowacek et al., 1998;

Popper, 1980).

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Test for Sensor Location

Given the objective of reliably recording every click event, an appropriate

location for the suction cup hydrophone had to be determined. Three potential sensor

locations were identified with the goal of finding a compromise between minimizing

effects on the animal, minimizing flow disruption and noise, the practicality of
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attachment, and the ability to record the occurrence of each click. The three positions

tested were: 1) melon; 2) body flank just below the lateral insertion of the dorsal fin; and

3) on the dorsal fin. To determine the best placement a short series of experiments was

conducted at the Dolphin Research Center, Grassy Key, FL. Two animals were trained to

station next to the trainer's platform, wear a suction cup hydrophone ('test' hydrophone;

HTI-94-SSQ) placed at the test locations, and to echolocate when submerged at the test

station. Due to water surface noise interference it was necessary to have the subject

submerged. After the animal submerged a second hydrophone was put into the water, not

attached to the dolphin, but instead 1 m in front of the dolphin's rostrum and

approximately 50 above the dolphin's horizontal midline. This position for the

'reference' hydrophone (same model as test sensor) was chosen based on previous

research that has thoroughly characterized echolocation signals at that location (Au,

1993). The function of the reference hydrophone was to record every click produced,

providing a record to which the test sensor could be compared. Both hydrophones were

recorded simultaneously on a double-speed DAT recorder (Pioneer D-9601, Sampling

frequency=96 kHz) and monitored on a portable oscilloscope. The resulting click records

were analyzed in two ways to determine the fidelity of each test location. First the tapes

were played into an oscilloscope (Lecroy LC574A), click sequences were captured with a

sampling frequency of 500 kHz, and the relative amplitude of each channel was

calculated (Figures 1-4). In the second analysis the power spectral density of and

coherence function between the two channels were compared using the 'spectrum'

command in MATLAB. The power spectral density comparison evaluates the power

contained in the test signal for each frequency bin, i.e. frequency-by-frequency, relative

to the reference signal. The coherence function compares the phase and magnitude of the

two channels (reference and test) for each frequency bin. This function was calculated

using the waveform from an entire click train, and would yield a value of 1 if the spectra

recorded from the two sensors were identical. With this analysis the spectrum dependent

transmission of the click to the test hydrophone could be evaluated, and a ratio of

transmission from reference to test locations could be approximated (Figures 5-7).
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3.2.2 Acoustic Data Logger: Configuration and Analysis of Recordings
The components, configuration, and operation of the acoustic data logger are fully

described in Nowacek et al. (1998). Given the relatively small sample size of acoustic

recordings and the level of information desired, the tapes were scored manually, i.e. no

automatic detection or storage was used. A three-stage process was used to score the

occurrence (including time-of-day) of each whistle and echolocation click while

preserving the ICI. 1) Sound cuts ranging in duration from 5-112 minutes recorded by

the data logger were digitized (Fs=48,000 kHz, 12 bit) using the StudioTracks@ PC

program initially writing to large capacity SCSI hard drives then transferred via ethernet

to the working computer. 2) On the working computer (Linux based PC) MATLAB

programs displayed the sound files in real-time (256-point FFT spectrograms) while I

listened to the original recordings. 3) While listening to the tapes and watching the

spectrograms I entered the occurrence of each click or whistle by using the computer

mouse to click on the image. These stored event records contained the time of the click

to within 0.0313 sec, the shortest interval that the analysis system could resolve.

Bottlenose dolphins can produce clicks with shorter ICI's than the 0.0313 sec limit (Au,

1993), but no such high rate click trains were recorded. The results from the data logger

recordings were analyzed (and displayed) in two ways for clicks; one of these methods

was applied to whistle records. Method 1 calculated rates of sound production during the

recording and was applied to whistle (whistles/minute) and click (clicks/second) records

(e.g. Figures 8a and b). If the animal was sampled while still in the net corral, the release

time was indicated and the mean sound production rates were calculated for the periods

before and after release as well as for the entire record. The second analysis method was

applied only to clicks; ICI survival plots were calculated for all available audio minutes

for each animal.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Sensor Location

The results of the sensor placement experiments are shown in Figures 1-7. The

inter-sensor calibration (Figures 1 & 5) showed the test hydrophone to be -5.86 dB

relative to the reference but with similar frequency response; all reported results were

corrected for this discrepancy. Clicks recorded on the melon (test position #1) averaged

+6.23dB and had similar spectral content when compared to reference clicks (Figures 2 &

5). At test position #2 (body flank at the base of the dorsal fin) the test sensor recorded

clicks that averaged -19.6 dB relative to reference. The power spectral density

comparison showed that the clicks reaching position #2 contained much less energy in

the higher frequencies with the energy dropping at approximately 5 dB per octave above

0.5 kHz (Figure 6). When located on the dorsal fin (position #3), the test sensor did not

record every click produced, some clicks of relatively low intensity had an effective

signal:noise ratio (SNR) of 0 (Figure 4). For more intense clicks the test sensor on the

dorsal fin recorded clicks that averaged -27.7 dB relative to the reference (Figure 4b).

The spectral comparisons revealed a reduction in energy similar to position #2 (Figures 6

& 7), but the coherence between the spectral densities of the reference and position #3

was much lower across the spectrum than for position #2 (Figures 6 & 7). This result

indicates that more of the spectrum (i.e. more frequencies) was faithfully transmitted to

position #2 than to position #3.

3.3.2 Data Logger Recordings

Data loggers were attached to 13 wild animals, 2 in June 1997 and 11 in June

1998. The duration of attachment and audio recorded varied greatly among subject

animals (see Table 3.1). The capability to program the tag for specific recording

intervals was used to record discrete audio segments at predetermined times throughout

the attachment period. The number, duration, and time of day at the start of segments
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Sound Samples

Focal Pack Audio Time Presence of

Date Animal life Min clicks (c)
Segments day Duration

(Fig. #) (min) Recorded or whistles
(hrs)

(w)

12 June1997 F111 (8) 150 112 1 15.6 112 c, w

13 June 1997 FB03 (9) 150 92 1 14.4 92 c, w

I June 1998 FB11 0.5 0

2 June 1998 FB90 1 0

FB54 10 10 1 16.15 10

4 June 1998 F115 (10) 630 65 4 18.4 20 c, w

19.5 20 c

20.5 20 c

23.9 5

5 June 1998 FB58 175 0

TNLV 175 20 3 16.1 10 c

(11) 17.1 5 c

18.1 5 c

9June 1998 F117 5 0

FB63 0.5 0

FB09 50 36 2 17.3 20 c, w

(12) 18 16 c

11 June 1998 HSM2 580 NA

12 June 1998 F149 (13) 80 15 2 17.3 10 c, w

18 5 c,w

TOTALS 13 2057 350 14 350

subjects

Table 3.1. Tally of acoustic data logger attachments. The data logger attached to animal 'HSM2' did not
include an acoustic recorder, only the ATAG (see Appendix 2).
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recorded for each animal are shown in Table 3.1. Behavioral data were collected

according to the protocol described in Chapter 2. The overhead video system was not

always available to sample tagged animals, and in this case continuous records of

behavior visible from the observation vessel were recorded and interval samples were

collected. Occurrence of notable behavioral activity were then correlated with

corresponding acoustic activity recorded by the data logger.

Figures 8-13 display vocalization records for all segments listed in Table 3.1 with

each animal having a unique figure number (see Table 3.1, column 2). The results for

each subject are shown individually, and for the sound production rate figures each

segment is shown separately with the time of day on the abscissa (Figures 8-13). If the

subject was sampled before being released, the release time is indicated and sound

production rates were calculated for the entire segment as well as separately for the

periods before and after release. For example, for animal F1 15 clicks/sec were calculated

for the entire segment 1 and before and after release (Figure 10a). Whistles/min were

calculated similarly for the same segment (Figure 10b). For segments 2-3 no whistles

were recorded, and clicks/sec are displayed in Figures 10c&d; if applicable, click and

whistle records for the same segment are ordered sequentially (e.g. Figures 10a&b).

Time of day is reported in decimal hours, not clock minutes. Finally, ICI survival plots

for all segments combined were calculated and are shown last in a given animal's series

(e.g. Figure 10e). ICI survival plots display the ICI duration (abscissa) and the number of

ICI's recorded (ordinate) that were of that duration or longer. Each individual for which

clicks or whistles were recorded has a unique figure number (Table 3.1), but the number

of figures differs by animal due to number of segments recorded and presence/absence of

clicks or whistles in a particular segment (Table 3.1).
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For echolocation clicks two features are present throughout the data, and a third is

less common but noteworthy. The most striking feature is the occurrence of intermittent

bursts of clicks, i.e. the animals produced many clicks at a time but these events occurred

sporadically through the records. This characteristic is noticeable both in the time series

records (e.g. Figure 8a) as discrete histogram bars of many clicks/sec separated by

sometimes long periods of no clicks, and in the ICI survival plots showing that there are

often 101 or 102 more clicks spaced at the shortest intervals than at intermediate or longer

ICI's (e.g. Figure 8c). In addition, the occurrence of irregular and often numerous

relatively long ICI's demonstrates that packets can be spaced by tens of minutes (e.g.

Figure 8c). The second interesting feature is the overall low rate of click production, the

calculation of which is dominated by the long periods with no click production. Thirdly,

animals sometimes produced a small number of clicks (1-5) within one second and did

not click at all during the surrounding seconds (e.g. Figure 10d). These clicks often

occurred within 5 seconds of the animal surfacing (35%) or diving after a surfacing

(26%). Surfacing events were unambiguous in the data logger record as the hydrophone

exited and re-entered the water. Finally, sound production rates before release from

temporary capture were greater than after release, often by more than 101 for both clicks

(e.g. Figure 10a) and whistles (e.g. Figure 8b). In all cases for both types of sound, the

rate of production was greater before release than after.

3.3.3 Behavioral Correlates

The behavioral activity during notable periods of acoustic activity showed some

interesting but inconclusive correlates. For example, during the time period around 17:00

hours F 11 (Figures 8a&b) clicked and whistled at higher rates than for the surrounding

hour. At 16.9 hours (decimal hours, i.e. 0.1 hours=6 minutes) she was observed

'pinwheeling' (see Section 4.3) at the surface, and only 5 minutes later F1 11 and her

dependent calf crossed paths but did not interact with 2 other animals (no surface

interaction was observed). Unfortunately, at a time of relatively high click rate (16.1-

16.2 hours) F 11 was not visible from the surface.
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FB03 produced a number of click packets during the half-hour from 15-15.5

(Figure 9a). During this time she was alone (i.e. no other animals within 1 kin) and

swimming in and out of sea grass beds in shallow water (<2 m depth). The edges of

seagrass beds are areas of significant foraging activity (Section 4.3.4).

FB54 was released with her dependent calf, and the two swam rapidly away from

the net but did not vocalize or encounter any other animals during the 10 minute sample.

The two whistled regularly while in the net corral, but not after the data logger was

attached.

F1 15 also had a dependent calf at the time of the experiment. F1 15 whistled just

around the time of release, occasionally during the first recording segment (Figure 10b),

but not at all during segments 2-4. She clicked during all but the last segment, although

at a low rate. F1 15 and her calf did not encounter any other animals during the recording

period (2100 hrs). The pair spent the entire experiment period slowly traveling back and

forth along the shoreline in a corner of a small bay. The only observed behavior other

than the slow travel was a possible nursing bout seen from the overhead video camera

(see Appendix 1) during which no sounds were recorded (17.75). The pair continued this

pattern of slow travel for >24 hours after the data logger was recovered as observed by

other vessels involved in the project.

TNLV was released with another male, FB58, but was observed only during the

first recorded segment because the two animals separated and FB58 was followed

(acoustic record not recovered). FB09 was released with her dependent calf, the two

traveled across some sand and seagrass covered shallows during the first 20 minutes after

release, and then traveled down a channel for the rest of that segment and the subsequent

one. They did not encounter any other animals during the recording period. Finally,

F149 was released also with a dependent calf. She did not vocalize until she whistled as
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the two traveled a short distance across sandy shallows and into the channel. During the

second segment the pair was traveling in the Inter-Coastal Waterway (ICW) and were at

the confluence with a smaller channel with no other animals in sight.

3.4 Conclusions and Discussion
Recording rates of sound production in wild cetaceans has been a long-standing

problem for researchers. Due to technical problems associated with identifying the

signaler and, in the case of echolocation, a narrow transmit beam pattern, reliably

recording vocalization rates has eluded researchers. The current work presents data

recorded by a novel research tool that recorded every echolocation click and whistle

produced by individual free-ranging bottlenose dolphins. From these data reliable rates

of sound production are reported for seven Sarasota dolphins. The most notable result is

the low rate of both whistle and echolocation click production for free-ranging animals.

Clicks and whistles occurred primarily in bursts separated by relatively long periods of

silence.

Bottlenose dolphin clicks are typically produced in bursts or trains, and they can

be divided into two production pattern categories. First, those clicks produced with

sufficient ICI to allow for the return and processing of one click before the next is

emitted, i.e. the ICI is greater than the sum of the two-way travel time between the

dolphin and the target and some processing time. Second, some clicks are produced with

ICI's less than the two-way travel time, i.e. the echo from one click has not returned

before the next click is emitted. Both types of click patterns, long and short ICI, have

been reported for bottlenose dolphins as well as other species (Au, 1993; Ivanov &

Popov, 1979; Norris et al., 1961; Turl & Penner, 1989). The current results can not be

used in support of either argument because range to target is unknown. The majority of

recent research has reported that bottlenose dolphins use exclusively long ICI click trains

(Au, 1993), but at very close range Au (1993) states that dolphins are likely processing

more than one echo at a time. Miller (1995) reported two distinct stages of echolocation

having significantly different ICI's during presumed feeding in narwhals, but they could
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not assign signals to individuals nor confirm that the narwhals were feeding. No such

stages of echolocation were recorded during the current study.

The fact that dolphins use clicks to detect and/or discriminate objects is not at

issue, but the emission pattern of a given click train may not always be dictated by target

range. Norris (1961), for example, reported that click repetition rate in their experiments

was not strictly linked to the target range. Click production rates from 2 clicks/sec

[ICI=0.5, approximate target range (assuming 20ms lag time) = 360 m] up to almost 25

clicks/sec [ICI=0.04 sec, approximate target range (assuming 20ms lag time) = 15 m]

were measured in the current study. It is not unreasonable that a dolphin might be

assessing a target at 15 m, but 360 m is well beyond the demonstrated detection range for

bottlenose dolphins (Au, 1993) suggesting a different function for the low rate clicks.

These low rate or single clicks often produced in association with surfacing events

may fulfill a specific ranging need. Gordon and Tyack (1999) speculate that sperm

whales echo-range off the bottom and surface to determine their depth. Perhaps

bottlenose dolphins in Sarasota Bay are using these clicks to judge their depth; at least

two other possibilities are conceivable. If traveling in the opaque waters of a channel in

Sarasota (5-10 m depth) a dolphin may need to verify that there is not a boat at the spot

where it needs to surface. There are often many boats in the channels so even the noise

of a moving boat may not be enough to localize an open patch of water for surfacing.

The second possibility is that upon re-entry into the water after a surfacing, a dolphin

might use one or a few widely spaced clicks to ascertain not only depth but also some

bathymetric characteristics (e.g. sand or seagrass bottom ). Such habitat information is

important for these animals (see Section 4.3.4), and a dolphin can certainly discriminate

between echoes of clicks from such different targets (see (Au et al., 1995 and Au, 1993

#26) for dolphin discrimination capabilities).
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The low overall rate of click production may be surprising if the traditional roles

for echolocation are correct. Historically the presumption has been that clicks are

involved in food finding and navigation. Given that only one possible foraging event was

observed (F 11 at 17 hrs., Figure 8a) and most of the recordings were made during a

relatively short time after the capture-release process the low click rates are not

surprising. Alternatively, given that some of the different foraging modes involve

flushing prey from obvious refuges (Chapter 4), perhaps dolphins do not need to use

echolocation to detect prey in these circumstances. The click rates of two animals (FB03

and FB09) when in important foraging habitats were among the highest rates recorded

(Figures 9a and 12a, respectively). This result may indicate some foraging use of

echolocation in these habitats, but as no foraging was observed the animals could also

have been clicking to navigate out of the shallows or perhaps no prey were detected. In

regards to navigation, the only other behavior observed was traveling. If dolphins depend

on echolocation to navigate, then many more clicks would be expected. Consider,

however, the abilities of echolocating bats. Bats have excellent spatial memories. When

flying in familiar settings they either cease to produce sonar sounds or fail to listen to the

echoes of their sound because they collide with newly introduced obstacles (Griffin,

1958; Holler, 1995; Neuweiler & Mohres, 1966). The dolphins sampled in the current

study are residents of Sarasota Bay, and the youngest animal sampled was 8 years old.

These dolphins may, therefore, have developed a spatial map of the area, which may

reduce the need for navigational clicks. Updating that map may, however, be important.

F149 clicked at a relatively high rate when at the confluence of two channels, and she

also whistled throughout the click bouts (Figures 13c and d). Perhaps she vocalized to

orient herself and/or coordinate her movements with her calf.

The engineering design of the dolphins' biosonar system is well understood (Au,

1993), but there is little information regarding the ecological use of echolocation by wild

dolphins. The current results demonstrate that the click patterns produced by wild

dolphins can be recorded, and such data have the potential to provide insight into the
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ecology of dolphin echolocation. Studying echolocation in free-ranging dolphins is an

integral component in contributing to our understanding of the use and function of this

highly developed sense. A combination of controlled experiments with captive dolphins

involved in biologically relevant tasks and studies of dolphins in their natural

environment will likely reveal a great deal about the ecology of echolocation.

Due to the complexity of the environment and demands on a given individual, it is

difficult to assess the circumstances that influence when and to what extent an individual

produces echolocation. One constraint on echolocation is the presumed energetic cost of

producing echolocation signals. Arita (1997) suggested that the costs of flight and

echolocation are high for bats. The relative costs of locomotion are likely to be much

lower in swimming dolphins than flying bats, but the costs of echolocation for dolphins

are unknown. Additional constraints include the potential detection of echolocation

signals by predators and/or prey. While only few fish species have been shown to

possess the ability to detect echolocation type signals (Astrup & Mfhl, 1993; Dunning et

al., 1992) or frequencies (Mann, Lu & Popper, 1997), many prey species have not yet

been tested for this ability. This lack of knowledge leaves an open question regarding the

potential costs of an echolocating dolphin being detected by its prey. The benefits of

using echolocation include the ability to orient during navigation and to detect and

possibly discriminate prey. These needs may, however, be somewhat reduced by the use

of other senses to accomplish these tasks. Vision, for example, appears to be relatively

well developed in dolphins (Dawson, 1980; Guofu & Kaiya, 1992; Murayama & Somiya,

1998) so during the day their reliance on echolocation may be reduced. The ecological

costs and benefits of echolocation are, therefore, at least theoretically complex.

Combining controlled experiments with observations of free-ranging animals has been a

successful formula for elucidating the ecology of bat echolocation. With the ability to

record echolocation from dolphins in their natural environment and continued controlled

study of captive or restrained dolphins, perhaps we can begin to explore the natural

ecology of dolphin echolocation.
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Figure 1. Inter-hydrophone calibration. Both the reference (a) and test (b) hydrophones
are 1 m in front of the animal. A click train and a 'zoomed-in' waveform of one click are
shown for (a) the reference hydrophone (top) and (b) test hydrophone. Average relative
amplitudes (dB referenced to IV) are shown with figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks
recorded at the corresponding location.
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Figure 2. Click waveforms recorded by (a) the reference hydrophone at the 1 m reference
position, and by (b) the test sensor at test position #1, the melon. A click train and a
'zoomed-in' waveform of one click are shown for (a) the reference hydrophone (top) and
(b) test hydrophone. Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced to I V) are shown with
figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks recorded at the corresponding location.
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Figure 3. Click waveforms recorded by (a) the reference hydrophone at 1 m, and (b) the
test hydrophone at test position #2, the body at the base of the dorsal fin. A click train
and a 'zoomed-in' waveform of one click are shown for (a) the reference hydrophone
(top) and (b) test hydrophone. Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced to IV) are
shown with figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks recorded at the corresponding location.
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Figure 4. Two sets of click waveforms recorded by the reference hydrophone at I m and
test hydrophone at test position #3, on the dorsal fin. A click train and a 'zoomed-in'
waveform of one click are shown in (a) and (b). In (a) and (b) the top set of two
waveforms (click train and 'zoomed-in' click) was recorded by the reference hydrophone,
and the lower set by the test hydrophone. Average relative amplitudes (dB referenced to
I V) are shown with figure sub-label, (a) or (b), for clicks recorded at the corresponding
location. The relative amplitude for the reference hydrophone is shown first.
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Figure 7. Spectral comparison of signals from the reference hydrophone and test
hydrophone at position #3, on the dorsal fin. The power spectral density of the test
hydrophone relative to the reference (top), the coherence function between the two
channels (middle), and the ratio (dBV) of the test hydrophone compared to the reference
(bottom). See text for explanation of power spectral density and coherence.
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Body at base of dorsal fin vs. Reference
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Figure 6. Spectral comparison of signals from the reference hydrophone and test
hydrophone at position #2, on the body at the base of the dorsal fin. The power spectral
density of the test hydrophone relative to the reference (top), the coherence function
between the two channels (middle), and the ratio (dBV) of the test hydrophone compared
to the reference (bottom). See text for explanation of power spectral density and
coherence.
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Melon vs. Reference
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Figure 5. Spectral comparison of signals from the reference hydrophone and test
hydrophone at position #1, the melon. The power spectral density of the test hydrophone
relative to the reference (top), the coherence function between the two channels (middle),
and the ratio (dBV) of the test hydrophone compared to the reference (bottom). See text
for explanation of power spectral density and coherence.
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Pre-release Mean
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Release timE
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Figure 8a. Click rate record for Fl 11. Mean clicks/second and standard deviation are
shown in the center of the figure for the entire 112-minute record as well as in the top
corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.
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Figure 8b. Whistle rate record for F III (top) and samples of whistles from pre-release
(lower left) and 1-hour post-release (bottom right). Mean whistles/min and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the top figure for the entire 112-minute record as
well as in the top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is
indicated by the red line bounded with asterisks. The two whistle samples show that
F 1 used time-warped versions of her signature whistle pre and post-release.
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Figure 8c. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for F 111. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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Pre-release Mean
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Figure 9a. Click rate record for FB03. Mean clicks/second and standard deviation are
shown in the center of the figure for the entire 92-minute record as well as in the top
corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.
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Whistle record for FB03 on 13Jun97

Pre-release whistles/min=0.636
Pre-release standard dev=0.505 1.5
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Figure 9b. Whistle rate record for FB03. The main figure shows only a short part of the
entire record around the time of release for better histogram resolution. The inset shows
the entire record; FB03 did not whistle after the few emitted around the time of release.
Mean whistles/min and standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the
entire 92-minute record as well as in the top corners for the periods before and after
release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red line bounded with asterisks.
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Figure 9c. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for FB03. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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Figure 10a. Click rate record for F 115 segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well as in the
top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.
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Whistle record for F1 15 on 4Jun98
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Figure 10b. Whistle rate record for F1 15 segment 1. Mean whistles/minute and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well as in the
top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red
line bounded with asterisks.
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Figure 10c. Click rate record for F 115 segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard

deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment. This segment

began 1 hour post-release.
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Figure 1Od. Click rate record for F 115 segment 3. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment. This segment

began 2 hours post-release.
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Figure l0e. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for F1 15. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI' s recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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Figure 11 a. Click rate record for TNLV segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 10-minute segment. 'Release time'
is indicated by the red line bounded with asterisks.
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Figure 1 lb. Click rate record for TNLV segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.
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Figure 11 c. Click rate record for TNLV segment 3. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.
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Figure 11d. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for TNLV. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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Figure 12a. Click rate record for FB09 segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard

deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well as in the

top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated by the red

line bounded with asterisks.
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Figure 12b. Whistle rate record for FB09 for segment 1. Mean whistles/minute and
standard deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 20-minute segment as well
as in the top corners for the periods before and after release. 'Release time' is indicated
by the red line bounded with asterisks.
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Figure 12c. Click rate record for FB09 segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 16-minute segment as well as in the
top corners for the periods before and after release.
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Figure 12d. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for FB09. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of 1CF s recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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Click record - F149 12Jun98 segment
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Figure 13a. Click rate record for F149 segment 1. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 10-minute segment. Note: F149
was not sampled prior to release.
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Figure 13b. Whistle rate record for F149 segment 1. Mean whistles/minute and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 10-minute segment. Note: F149
was not sampled prior to release.
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Figure 13c. Click rate record for F149 segment 2. Mean clicks/second and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.
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Figure 13d. Whistle rate record for F149 segment 2. Mean whistles/minute and standard
deviation are shown in the center of the figure for the 5-minute segment.
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Figure l3e. Log-log survival plot of all inter-click intervals for F149. For each ICI
duration on the abscissa the value of the ordinate indicates the number of ICI's recorded
that are of that duration and longer.
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4 Foraging Behavior of Sarasota Bottlenose Dolphins

4.1 Introduction

In their presentation of foraging theory Stephens and Krebs (1986) develop and

evaluate models of foraging behavior. These models explore the economics of foraging

using detailed observations of the metabolic requirements of a predator, its movement

patterns and decisions, and the energetic value of its prey. To achieve this level of

analysis, these models assume that the observer can measure the energy an animal invests

in foraging and the return it receives. One example of the data needed to use these

models is the duration of time an animal spends searching for prey. Measuring this

duration is obviously predicated on the ability to know when the animal is searching.

Such knowledge results from careful, prolonged observations of entire foraging

sequences, which are relatively easy to obtain for terrestrial animals (Clarke, Jones &

Jarman, 1995; Evans, 1982; Schmid-Hempel, Kacelnik & Houston, 1985). For

cetaceans, however, it has not been possible to define the behavioral components of the

foraging sequence. Poorly defined and ambiguous behavioral states (e.g. feed/travel) are

prevalent in the literature, largely due to the lack of a quantitative link between 'feeding-

associated' behaviors and actual prey capture. The current study has solved the

observational problems required to define the stages of foraging in bottlenose dolphins.

The data presented here unambiguously define a set of foraging behaviors and their

relationship to the entire foraging sequence. This result was accomplished with a novel

observational tool that permits continuous observation of dolphins and by rooting the

behavioral analyses with an observed prey capture event.

The stages of foraging described by Stephens and Krebs (1986) are intuitive and

straightforward, but defining and/or recognizing the behaviors that characterize these

stages may or may not be. Searching, for example, occurs ".... as long as no prey item or

patch is detected while foraging" (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). This definition assumes that
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the observer knows when a predator is foraging, presumably based on particular

behaviors observed. Knowing whether a particular behavior qualifies as a search

behavior is difficult because search behaviors can obviously occur in the absence of a

successful capture. How then do-we begin to recognize and define the behaviors that

belong to this and later stages? Perhaps starting with a more recognizable stage would be

helpful. The most easily recognized foraging stage, capture, is analogous to other 'end

goal' behaviors such as copulation and fighting. And while these behaviors are not

necessarily simple, their position in a sequence is unequivocal. The preceding (e.g.

search) behavioral stages vary widely in their duration, constitution, and complexity

which may confuse where they belong in the overall sequence. Therefore, in this study I

root the analyses of feeding with confirmed capture events, and then look backward to

analyze the entire sequence.

Not only is capture easy to relate to feeding, but also it is a simple, unambiguous

action whose interpretation is straightforward compared to other behaviors. Prey capture,

copulation, and fighting all fit into the category of 'consummatory actions' as defined

originally by Craig (1918) and given context and insight by Tinbergen (1951). Tinbergen

(1951) explains these consummatory actions:

"The consummatory act is relatively simple; at its most complex, it
is a chain of reactions, each of which may be a simultaneous combination
of a taxis and a fixed pattern." p. 106

Tinbergen (1951) also discusses the occurrence of non-consummatory behaviors, which

appear to be 'exploratory' or 'seeking' behaviors. These behaviors are not characterized

by stereotyped motor patterns but rather are variable, plastic, and purposeful. Craig

(1918) also recognized this class of behaviors as well and termed them as 'appetitive' to

convey the fact that the animal is striving to achieve some end goal. Tinbergen's (1951)

description of these behaviors gives insight into the difficulty in studying them:
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"But appetitive behavior is a true purposive activity, offering all the
problems of plasticity, adaptiveness, and of complex integration that baffle
the scientist in his study of behaviour as a whole. Appetitive behaviour is
a conglomerate of many elements of very different order, of reflexes, of
simple patterns like locomotion, of conditioned reactions, of 'insight'
behaviour, and so on. As a result it is a true challenge to objective
science, and therefore the discrimination between appetitive behaviour and
consummatory act is but a first step of our analysis." p. 106

The purposive end of appetitive behavior is then the consummatory action, but, as

Tinbergen (1951) discusses, an appetitive behavior by no means always leads directly to

the performance of a consummatory act. In the case of foraging, searching, detection,

decision, and pursuit serve the purpose of capturing and consuming prey. However, the

appetitive behaviors may occur without leading directly to prey capture. The choice of

which appetitive behaviors are displayed can be influenced by a variety of stimuli.

Tinbergen (1951) describes an example that serves very well to illustrate this point:

"...the hunting of a peregrine falcon usually begins with relatively random

roaming around its hunting territory, visiting and exploring many different
places miles apart. This first phase of appetitive behaviour may lead to
different ways of catching prey, each dependent on special stimulation by
a potential prey. It is continued until such a special situation is found: a
flock of teal executing flight manoeuvres, a sick gull swimming apart from
the flock, or even a running mouse. Each of these situations may cause
the falcon to abandon its 'random' searching. But what follows then is not
yet a consummatory action, but appetitive behaviour of a new, more.
specialized and more restricted kind. The flock of teal releases a series of
sham attacks serving to isolate one or a few individuals from the main
body of the flock. Only after this is achieved is the final swoop released,
followed by capturing, killing, plucking, and eating, which is a relatively
simple and stereotyped chain of consummatory acts. The sick gull may
provoke the release of sham attacks tending to force it to fly up; if this
fails the falcon may deftly pick it up from the water surface. A small
mammal may release simple straightforward approach and subsequent
capturing, etc." p. 106-107

This example demonstrates the plasticity and adaptiveness of appetitive behaviors and the
gradual narrowing as they all lead to the consummatory prey capture and consumption.
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Individual variation can also account for differences in appetitive foraging

behaviors. Intraspecific foraging specialization is common (Goss-Custard & Le V dit

Durell, 1983; Goss-Custard & Sutherland, 1984; Hoelzel, Dorsey & Stern, 1989;

Kalcounis & Brigham, 1995; Kodha, 1994; McLaughlin, Grant & Kramer, 1992;

Nakamichi et al., 1998; Rogers & Bryden, 1995; Swennen et al., 1983) and can persist

through generations (Norton-Griffiths, 1967). Why and how are intraspecific differences

in foraging strategies evolutionarily stable? Game theory has been used effectively to

explore the 'why', and social-psychological theory has addressed the 'how' or the

transmission of behavioral traits. Maynard-Smith (1982) discusses the primary game

theory hypothesis that could explain their existence. Partridge and Green (1985) use this

and other game theory ideas as the basis for three specific mechanisms by which

individually specific foraging strategies could evolve and persist: 1) Food patches may be

distributed such that unique strategies maximize exploitation; 2) Morphological or

phenotypic variation, e.g. age or sex class, could predispose different individuals to

specific foraging techniques; 3) The success of one strategy may depend on how many

conspecifics in the population utilize it, i.e. if all animals in the population use the same

strategy, then the resource it exploits could become over-utilized. This hypothesis

assumes identical phenotypes or multiple phenotypes at equilibrium within the population

and predicts a distribution of animals among foraging strategies that are energetically

equivalent when the distribution is dictated by frequency-dependent selection (Maynard

Smith, 1982).

Several traits associated with the foraging ecology of the oystercatcher,

Haematopus ostralegus, demonstrate the stability, potential benefits, and the combination

of forces shaping individually specific foraging strategies within a population.

Oystercatchers specialize both in prey type, mussels vs. worms, and in the method they

use to open mussels, Mytilus edulis. As an example of the second mechanism listed

above, oystercatchers develop morphological specialization for opening mussels.

Distinct bill forms are associated with each feeding strategy (Goss-Custard & Le V dit
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Durell, 1983; Norton-Griffiths, 1967; Swennen et al., 1983). Swennen et al. (1983)

showed that with changing prey fields, individual oystercatchers altered their foraging

strategy. The perpetually growing bill was shaped by the different forces required by the

specific technique (e.g. drilling, hammering, or chiseling) and eventually changed to the

appropriate form for that technique. Longitudinal studies have shown that young

oystercatchers initially learn their foraging technique from their parents (Goss-Custard &

Le V dit Durell, 1983; Norton-Griffiths, 1967; Swennen et al., 1983). Individual birds,

however, change strategies as they age (i.e. mechanism #2) (Goss-Custard & Le V dit

Durell, 1983) and with changing prey availability (i.e. mechanism #1) (Swennen et al.,

1983). Despite this plasticity each bird does appear to favor a particular technique where

the frequency of the different techniques could be produced by frequency-dependent

selection or mechanism #3 (Goss-Custard, Le V dit Durell & Ens, 1982; Goss-Custard &

Sutherland, 1984). The oystercatcher system appears to be the result of a combination of

all three mechanisms described above: 1) specialized prey patches; 2) phenotypic

differences (although there is plasticity here too); and 3) intraspecific competition or

frequency dependence. At least two highly desirable benefits appear to be conferred by

this flexible system. Such plasticity in an individual's foraging ecology leaves it better

able to adapt to rapid environmental changes. In addition, the highly specialized feeding

strategies reduce indirect competition caused by resource depletion (Sutherland, 1987) as

the oystercatchers switch from worms to mussels or even specialize within the mussel

prey (Le V. dit Durell & Goss-Custard, 1984).

Other species exhibit individual foraging specialization and/or variation

(Beauchamp, Giraldeau & Ennis, 1997; Kalko, 1995; Kodha, 1994; McLaughlin et al.,

1992; Nakamichi et al., 1998) with differences as basic as sexual dimorphism affecting

strategies available to individuals (Kalcounis & Brigham, 1995). Marine mammals also

demonstrate the capacity for intraspecific foraging specialization (Rogers & Bryden,

1995). Most examples of cetaceans, however, are based on stomach contents rather than
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behavior (Young & Cockcroft, 1994), or have some difficulty demonstrating that

strategies are significantly distinct (Hoelzel et al., 1989).

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Field Operations
Two techniques were used to collect behavioral data: focal-animal and

instantaneous sampling sensu Altmann (1974). Continuous focal-animal behavioral data

and ambient acoustic data were collected with the integrated observation platform

developed by Nowacek (1995)(also see Appendix 1). Briefly, this platform consisted of

a video camera suspended from a helium-filled aerostat tethered to an observation vessel

(OV) and two towed hydrophones deployed from the vessel as described by Sayigh et al.

(1993). The aerostat was flown at approximately 50 m altitude. From the 6 m, outboard

powered, partially enclosed OV the camera was controlled with a 3600 continuous pan

(max speed 1000 per second), 900 tilt, and iris and focus control. The incoming audio and

video signals were monitored continuously and adjusted to obtain optimum recordings

(see Figure A1.1). Animals were followed from the OV at a distance of >=15 m. The

overhead video often provided continuous footage of dolphins throughout the water

column, although in deeper waters (> 2m) the animals were sometimes not visible. The

two hydrophones were modified to reduce flow noise, and the acoustic signal was usually

filtered through a 4 kHz high-pass filter (Allen Avionics 4188-4PO). Video and audio

signals were recorded on a single deck, initially a Sony BetaCam, then Hi-8, and

currently on a digital video recorder (Sony HR1000).

Each day the study area (Figure 1.1) was searched until potential focal animals

were located. Dependent calves (i.e. those always sighted with their mothers) were

excluded from the study for two reasons. Their feeding rate was presumably lower than

independent animals as they were still nursing, and their foraging patterns were still

developing (Caro & Hauser, 1992; Haenel, 1986; Lopez & Lopez, 1985) which could
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give a biased view of behaviors observed. Once animals were located, a focal follow was

begun if one of the animals present was considered to be appropriate, i.e. not a dependent

calf nor a subject that had been observed for 5 hours, and after basic census and

photoidentification data were collected. The sample of individuals studied represents a

cross-section of sub-adult and adult animals (Table 4.1). While following a focal animal,

the camera operator attempted to maintain the best possible image by adjusting the focus

and iris and keeping the individual in the field of view with as much zoom as possible,

i.e. extent of zoom was subject to movement of the animal and the aerostat. Data from

the video footage were scored in the laboratory (Section 4.2.2). At least two other

observers and a boat operator participated in the follow. The other observers recorded

instantaneous samples at 5-minute (1996) or 3- and 21-minute (1997 & 1998) intervals;

the change in sampling protocol was made due to an undersampling of some behavioral

data and oversampling of other data (e.g. tides, weather conditions). Observers also kept

a 'capture event record' which logged every observed prey capture attempt, successful or

not, seen from either vantage point. Behavioral data were sampled at 3-minute interval

times and environmental data were sampled at 21-minute sample intervals. If the focal

individual was not visible at the time point, either the video operator or direct observer

collected data at the next confirmed observation of the individual. Instantaneous samples

and the capture record were entered into a spreadsheet. Focal follows were terminated

due to observer fatigue ( 2 hrs.), losing contact with the animal, or inclement weather.

4.2.2 Scoring Behavior from Videotapes

Focal animal data were scored from videotapes in real-time by entering the data

into an observational data computer program (The Observer*, v3.0). The periods of time

during which the focal individual was not visible on the video tape ('time-outs') were

counted using the Observer's* suspend/resume function. Scoring was suspended if

detailed behavior could not be collected for 10 seconds (i.e. a progressive loss of detail

sometimes occurred as an animal gradually disappeared from view due to depth, glare,

etc.) and resumed when the animal was continuously visible. Altmann (1974) notes that
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even if an animal is not continuously visible, rates and frequencies of behaviors can be

accurately measured provided the time-outs are logged. Occasionally other animals were

also continuously visible in the video footage. Mann (1999) states that conducting

separate 'video' follows of different individuals captured on the same tape is equivalent

to. multiple focal-individual follows provided simultaneous behaviors are accounted for in

statistical analyses. Thus, when additional animal(s) fit the sampling criteria and could

be sampled as focal individuals these follows were also scored; instantaneous

environmental samples for the initial focal were utilized. Based on the configuration of

The Observer@, multiple classes of behaviors can be simultaneously scored with states

being mutually exclusive within a class. The behavioral states and events defined

specifically for this study were all included in one class with all states being mutually

exclusive (Section 4.3.2). Other classes of behavior scored were: 1) general activity

categories (i.e. travel, social, mill, probable feed, feed, rest, (Urian & Wells, 1996); 2)

presence/absence of a dependent calf; and 3) the distance between the focal animal and

its nearest neighbor. With this configuration, the behaviors of interest in the current

study could be investigated in relation to the other three classes. For example, the focal's

general activity or the distance to its nearest neighbor could be analyzed currently with a

search behavior or prey capture. After being scored in the computer program the data

were tabulated and exported for statistical analyses.

The study area was divided into 10 different habitats, nine of which were defined

by Waples (1995). An additional habitat was added in this study after preliminary

observations from the overhead video. In addition to 'seagrass' and 'sand', 'seagrass

edge' was added. The dolphins not only swam within and through the seagrass beds, but

also actively maintained themselves within approximately 1 body length of the edge of

the seagrass bed while swimming. Without the overhead perspective, this could easily be

scored as time within the grass beds, but the animals were more precise in their

orientation than simply being 'in' or 'out' of the seagrass meadows. The habitat in which
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a particular behavior occurred was scored in The Observer@ as a modifier. For analyses,

the behaviors could be sorted by modifier or across all modifiers.

4.2.3 Analysis of Behavioral Sequences

As discussed above, using the capture to root the analyses provides an

unambiguous point from which the entire sequence can be studied. Appetitive behaviors

presumably occur in the absence of a successful capture, so their frequency may be

greater than that of the consummatory behavior. Dolphins may search for but fail to find

prey; they may successfully search for and detect prey but decide not to pursue; or they

may decide to pursue but fail to successfully capture the prey item. Handling behaviors

are not good markers of prey capture as they may or may not occur depending on prey

type and size.

From the list of behaviors scored specifically for this study (Section 4.3.2), a

method was needed to investigate the significance of a given behavior in the foraging

sequence. Assuming that behaviors from earlier in the foraging sequence occur more

frequently than successful captures, this method must be sensitive to the actual

relationships between behaviors and not the raw frequency of occurrence, i.e. the

significance of early, frequent behaviors could be overestimated at the expense of later,

infrequent but essential behaviors. Conditional probabilities represent a sound method of

measuring these relationships because they consider not only the raw frequency of a

behavior but also the dependence of later behaviors on earlier ones. One test that uses

conditional probabilities to gauge the sequential dependence of the latter behavior or

'target' on the preceding behavior or 'given' is the z-score binomial test (Bakeman &

Gottman, 1986). A z-score is calculated using the conditional probability of the

occurrence of the 'target' after the 'given' occurs. The following equation shows the

calculation of a z-score:
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P (t I g ) - P (t)

P (t) 1 - P (t ) ) f(t)
NP( g ) N

N = total number of paired behavioral transitions tallied; P(t/g) = probability of the

'target' occurring given the occurrence of the 'given' behavior; P(t) = probability of the

'target'; P(g) = probability of the 'given'.

Bakeman and Gottman (1986) state that as N increases beyond 25 and

N*P(t/g) {1 -P(t/g) I > 9, the binomial distribution approximates a normal distribution. If

these conditions hold then if z > ±1.96 the observed probabilities are significantly

different from expected at the 0.05 level. Bakeman and Gottman (1986) also discuss the

issue of independence in the context of successive events and z-scores. They assert that

because dyadic states in successive time intervals are likely not independent it is most

conservative to consider the z simply as an index or score and not to assign p-values to it.

In the present study, however, the samples should be considered independent for two

reasons. First, because only a single animal's behavior is examined rather than a dyadic

interaction. Secondly, as can be inferred from Anderson and Goodman (1957), the

assumption of independence in this case refers to the lack of sequential structure in the

null model.

Z-scores and first order Markov models can be calculated for behavioral

transitions in an entire multi-behavioral sequence. In this study a single-step transition

analysis was chosen to investigate the interdependence of foraging behaviors one step at

a time and to facilitate inclusion of all potential appetitive behaviors. The analysis

proceeded in a 'backwards' fashion in that significant relationships between two

behaviors were investigated in reverse chronological order beginning with the terminal

event of prey capture. State-lags consider only the behavior immediately preceding the

target whereas time lags consider all behaviors that occurred during a specific time period
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prior to the target event. Z-scores were calculated for up to four state-steps before

capture, and for the three most common habitats: shallow sand, seagrass meadow, and

seagrass edge.

4.2.4 Analysis of Individual/Habitat Specific Use of Foraging Behaviors

The foraging behavior an individual dolphin chooses to utilize at a given time can

be affected by at least three factors: individual preference, habitat, and distribution and

behavior of the prey. To test for influences of the first two factors, multiple contingency

tables were condensed over one variable and tested against the other (e.g. foraging

behaviors of a single animal across all habitats). In addition, the occurrences of each

behavior/habitat combination across all individuals were tested against that behavior in

the other habitats and against all other behaviors in a similar habitat breakdown (Section

4.3.4). Condensing contingency tables reduces the degrees of freedom for each analysis

which increases the power of the test (Everitt, 1977). From these condensed tables

relatively specific questions about the influences of individual preference and habitat can

be addressed. For large contingency tables (e.g. Table 4.4) a more expeditious means of

identifying categories responsible for a significant chi-square value is to examine

adjusted residuals (Everitt, 1977). Adjusted residuals are calculated as follows:

First the standardized residual is calculated:

ey = (n1 -E)/Ej

where nij is the observed value in row i column j and Eij is the expected

value for that observation calculated as ni. * n.j / N where N is the total

number of observations for the entire table.

Next an estimate of the variance of the standardized residual, eij, is
calculated:

vij = (I - ni./ IN) * (I - n.j /IN)

Finally, the adjusted residual for a cell ij in the contingency table is
computed using:
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dj = eij / V'v

The adjusted residuals can then be compared to the standard normal deviate (i.e.

1.96) to obtain a level of significance (i.e. P-value) for a specific cell in the contingency

table (Everitt, 1977). For example, I dij I 1.96 can be considered significant at the

P<0.05 level. Further, I dij I 9.76 is equivalent to P<0.01 and I dij I 96 is equivalent to

P<0.001. In addition, residuals can be significantly positive or negative, identifying

results that are significantly more or less common than expected, respectively.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Focal animals: profiles and data collected

Data were collected over a total of 7.5 months during May-September of three

years (1996-98). Table 4.1 lists the focal animals and summarizes data collection by

individual for the entire study. Figures 4. la and b show the focal animals' habitat use.
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Focal Birth Sex Reproductive Animal-Minutes Observed

Animal Year Status Total I Video

FB03 1989 F A 284 84

FB11 1984 F A 110 44

FB28 1965 M A 196 88

FB38 1974 M A 120 31

FB54 1971 F A 105 47

FB65 1983 F A 230 34

FB75 1974 F A 120 65

FB79 1979 F A 85 33

FB83 1950 F A 110 41

FB92 1988 M SA 125 114

F101 1990 F A 115 31

F118 1992 M SA 185 138

F138 1992 M SA 135 44

F155 1990 F SA 175 93

F157 ? F A 265 87

UNK2 ? ? SA/A 115 31

UNK3 ? ? SA/A 100 36

Non-30's n/a n/a n/a 879 255

TOTALS 10F, 5M 4SA, 11A 3454 1296

Table 4.1Focal animals included in the study. UNK2&3 were unknown at the time of publication.
'Non-30's' refers to data collected on animals for whom <30min of useable video data were collected.
A=Adult, SA=Sub-adult.

4.3.2 Definitions and Descriptions of Observed Behaviors: States (S) and Events (E)

Rooting/Drifting (S)
In other locations, bottlenose dolphins have been observed to feed near or in the

benthos (Rossbach and Herzing 1997). In these areas, dolphins swim near the bottom

scanning the sediment and then stop, orient themselves vertically, and dig into the
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sediment sometimes up to their pectoral fins in search of prey (Rossbach & Herzing,

1997). The dolphins in Sarasota Bay utilized a similar behavior, but only dug in the

sediment with their rostra. This 'rooting' behavior was characterized by an animal

orienting itself vertically or almost vertically in the water with its rostrum very near or in

the sediment or sea grass (Figure 4.2). 'Drifting' or bottom inspection was a variation of

rooting typified by the same body posture but the dolphin was not stationary; instead it

maintained the described posture while moving or drifting slowly over the bottom. A

rooting or drifting individual often actively maintained its posture and/or position by

moving its flukes and pectoral fins. This behavior has not previously been reported in

Sarasota, likely because it occurs at or near the bottom, and is rarely visible without the

aid of the overhead view. For example, Shane (1990) may have seen rooting when she

reported 'subsurface feeding' by dolphins near Sanibel Island, FL that made tail-stock or

fluke-out dives and stirred up mud. Many dolphins in Sarasota were observed rooting in

and around crab traps. These animals may have been scavenging the crab bait, hunting

fish that came to scavenge, feeding on invertebrates that grow on the traps, or simply

playing with the apparatus or trapped crabs as was observed on one occasion. Rooting

near crab traps was never observed to directly result in a fish capture (occasional

entanglement in float lines extract a cost for this pattern; R. Wells, pers. comm.).

Kerplunking (E)
Kerplunking occurred when an individual raised its tail flukes out of the water,

then forcefully brought its flukes downward into the water. The movement of the flukes

continued with force well into the water column, i.e. the downward motion did not stop

when the flukes contacted the water (Figure 4.3). Products of the kerplunk included a 1-2

m splash, a sub-surface bubble cloud and trail, and sound associated with both the event

itself and the resulting bubbles. Attempts to record the sound of the actual kerplunk were

unsuccessful despite the use of low frequency hydrophones close (< 10 m) to kerplunking

individuals. Kerplunking could flush fish from their refuges or cause enough movement

to be detected by a foraging dolphin. One or more of the following products of a

kerplunk could be used by a foraging dolphin to flush or corral fish: the impulsive low
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frequency sound pressure wave of the event, the resulting particle motion (Fay, 1988), or

bubbles (Sharpe & Dill, 1997). Kerplunking occurred most frequently when an

individual was at the edge of a seagrass bed. Single as well as multiple animals were

observed kerplunking, and two animals sometimes kerplunked synchronously. Connor et

al. (in prep) have observed dolphins kerplunking in Shark Bay, W. Australia, and have a

similar interpretation of its function.

Fish whacking (E)
Wells et al. (1987) first described fish whacking, and Shane (1990) also observed

the behavior in dolphins near Sanibel. The overhead video gave a new perspective on

this behavior, facilitating observation of the entire sequence. Most commonly a dolphin

swam through a grass bed, turned and swam on its side, and with a forceful, fast (<1 sec)

dorsal or ventral thrust of its flukes struck a fish (Figure 4.4). The fluke thrust occurred

at or near the surface, which the dolphin apparently used as a barrier, and often the fish

was propelled out of the water. The fish have been observed to fly as far as 6 m through

the air, after which the dolphin swam to the landing spot and consumed the fish. The

dolphin caught its prey even when the fish did not leave the water. Propelling the fish

into the air may be a by-product of the shallow water in which this behavior always

occurred. In addition, using the water's surface as a barrier further limits the prey's

possibility for escape. Chasing a prey item in a three-dimensional space presents a

challenge, as a dolphin has a relatively small area, i.e. the mouth, with which to capture a

fish. Bats have solved a similar problem by using their tail membrane to increase the

surface area used to capture prey. Bats scoop insect prey into the membrane and then

reach back and grasp the prey with their mouths (Simmons, Fenton & O'Farrell, 1979).

By utilizing their relatively large tail flukes (Mean=61 cm. R.Wells, pers. comm.)

dolphins similarly increase the surface area with which to contact the fish, and their

strong axial musculature allows them to stun or injure a fish so that it can be more easily

captured. In addition, in shallow water a dolphin's flukes could occupy a significant

portion of the water column leaving little space for fish to escape. This behavior could be

a mechanism used after a missed capture attempt using the mouth, but none of the
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observed fish whacks occurred at the end of a chase sequence. Instead, fish whacks

occurred as the dolphin(s) swam very near (<im) a school of fish, which suggests that it

functions to stun or disorient one or many fish. Fish whacking always occurred in groups

of >1 dolphin, and the whacks were often coordinated with 2-3 being produced

simultaneously by different dolphins.

Scan (E)
Scanning, i.e. lateral, back-and-forth head movement, to search for or assess a

target is commonly observed in captive bottlenose dolphins (Au, 1993). This behavior is

difficult to observe in the field, although during underwater observations Rossbach and

Herzing (1997) were able to see dolphins scanning in the clear waters of the Bahamas. In

this study, the number of times a dolphin actually moved its head from side to side was

not recorded, but a scanning event was scored only if an entire cycle was observed, i.e.

beginning with the head in normal position followed by a continuous sweep to both sides.

During a typical scan the dolphin's head moves approximately 15-20' in the lateral plane.

Side-swimming (S)
In 'side-swimming' an animal rotated 90' with respect to its long axis and swam

normally while maintaining this rotation (Figure 4.5). Side swimming has been observed

in bottlenose dolphins (Leatherwood, 1975), and other species (Caldwell, Caldwell &

Evans, 1966; Pilleri, Gihr & Kraus, 1970). The current study elucidates an important

function of this behavior, specifically its position in the foraging sequence.

Accelerate (E)
A rapid increase in speed was scored as a behavioral event and dubbed

'accelerate'. The most dramatic accelerations occurred as part of the foraging process,

and it was rarely observed otherwise. Dolphins accelerated while in either normal and

side-swim orientation.
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Pinwheeling (E)
Leatherwood (1975) first described this behavior in bottlenose dolphins, and he

saw it most frequently in association with feeding. A 'pinwheel' is equivalent to a

somersault performed by a side-swimming dolphin. To perform the turn a dolphin tucks

its head and propels itself through the turn, which is a rotation around the midpoint of the

body, i.e. the spine is flexed but not bent laterally (Figure 4.6). For a dolphin, the

pinwheel functions as a rapid means to change direction. It was most often seen during

the final stages of the foraging sequence (see Section 4.3.3), but occurred occasionally in

other contexts, such as socializing.

Bottom Disturbance/Bubble Cloud (E)
This behavior is a directed effort that results in a small, local cloud of sediment

being stirred up. In this behavior a dolphin swam to the bottom, caused the disturbance,

and then swam back to the surface and repeated this behavior in succession. The dolphin

usually produced a small bubble cloud during the same dive(s).

Avoid Blimp Shadow (E)
Dolphins under observation sometimes encountered the shadow of the aerostat,

and when they made some effort to swim out of the shadow 'avoid blimp shadow' was

recorded. Never did this cause an animal to be lost from observation. In most cases, an

individual ceased its behavior only long enough to stay out of the passing shadow.

Animals showed a similar reaction to the passing of small clouds.

Look Back (E)
The 'look back' behavior is an exaggerated scan to one side, although the

movement is not necessarily in the lateral plane. In this behavior a dolphin turned its

head and held it in that position for 1-2 seconds. This behavior occurred during any

swimming posture, but most often when a dolphin was side-swimming. Look back is

interpreted as a means for more detailed assessment (visual or acoustic) of a target.
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Body Contact (E)
'Body contact' was scored any time two animals were observed to be touching.

Body contact was observed readily during continuous video follows except when one

animal was underneath another.

Fish tossing (E)
After capturing a prey item, dolphins were occasionally observed to 'fish toss'.

With a quick jerk of its head a dolphin tossed the fish, which was usually oriented

sideways in its mouth. The fish sailed approximately 1-2 m through the air, and the

dolphin then swam to the landing spot and consumed its prey. The function of this

behavior is unknown, but could involve processing of prey (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1972).

For example, the Sarasota dolphins are known to eat catfish, but typically only the catfish

tails are found in stomach contents (Barros, 1992; Barros & Wells, 1998). The dolphins

therefore decapitate the fish before consuming them, and one means of accomplishing

this would be a strong head jerk while holding the head, resulting in the body of the prey

sailing through the air.

Prey Handling (S)
This behavioral state is simply defined as the state of a foraging dolphin after it

has captured a prey item and before consuming it. This state was seldom observed as

most often animals consumed prey immediately after capture, and correspondingly few

behavioral events were observed during this state. One notable exception to this pattern

was fish tossing, which was interpreted as part of prey handling.

Formation Swimming (S)
Two or more dolphins observed to be swimming within one body length of each

other and maintaining a consistent position relative to all neighbors were said to be

'formation swimming'. No foraging behaviors (i.e. events) were observed to occur while

the focal animal was in this state. Traveling animals were often observed to display this

behavior.
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Non-foraging (S)
When the focal individual was obviously not engaged in any foraging behavior

this behavioral state was scored. Examples of non-foraging included active socializing,

virtually motionless rest at the surface, and interaction with non-food objects (boats,

floating seagrass, etc.).

4.3.3 The Sequential Nature of Dolphin Foraging

Nineteen behaviors were considered for all z-score analyses: those described in

the previous section as well as prey capture events and the acoustic events: echolocate,

pop, and whistle (Chapter 5). These behaviors included putative foraging behaviors (e.g.

'pinwheel', 'root'), social behaviors (e.g. 'body contact'), 'neutral' behaviors (e.g. 'avoid

blimp shadow'), and acoustic behaviors (e.g. 'echolocate', 'whistle'). Z-scores were

calculated as described above for all behaviors in all habitats, and then for the three

specific habitats in which the majority of observations were conducted: sand, sea grass

meadow, and sea grass edge. The number of total pairs tallied (N-values), for all z-score

analyses are shown in Table 4.2.

Z-score Total Pairs Tallied
State lag: all habitats 3648

State lag: Habitat = Sand 1581
State lag: Habitat = Seagrass 725

State lag: Habitat = Seagrass Edge 1063

Table 4.2 Total behavioral pairs tallied for z-score analyses

Figure 4.7 displays the behavioral sequences of all 57 successful capture events,

and Figure 4.8 shows a bifurcation diagram that splits the behavioral sequences into

major types. Figure 4.9 shows the z-score results for all behaviors in all habitats. The z-

score for each behavioral pair is shown and the strength of the particular transition is

indicated by the thickness of the arrow. Although not indicated in Figures 4.9-4.12, z-

scores less than -1.96 also resulted, indicating behavioral pair transitions that occurred

significantly less frequently than expected. In the analysis for 'capture', for example,
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'scan' had a z-score = -2.53 and for 'non-foraging' the z-score = -2.99 (see Table 4.3 for

matrix of negative z-scores). Figures 4.10-4.12 show the state-lag results for three

primary habitats. The z-score figures for the three habitats indicate some differences in

the sequences of behaviors used and the relative importance, i.e. value of the z-score, of

certain behavioral transitions. A chi-square analysis shows that for even a single state-lag

step backwards from capture there is a significant difference between the three habitats

(2 = 21.33, df=10, P<0.02). In seagrass feeding, for example, the same three terminal

behaviors occur, but 'fish whack' was much more important than in seagrass edge

feeding based on its almost 4-fold larger z-score (Figures 4.11 and 4.12). In Figures 4.9-

4.12 the different colored boxes for the various behaviors are meant to group behaviors

relative to their minimum number of steps (i.e. transitions) away from capture. For

example, accelerate is a minimum of one step from capture in Figure 4.9, but in Figure

4.12 it is at least two steps from capture.

One caveat of analyzing the sequences one step at a time is that sequences that

were not observed appear as a potential pathway. For example, in figures 4.9 and 4.11

'fish whack' is preceded by 'side-swim' which often occurred and 'side-swim' is

preceded by 'root' which also was common. However, the sequence 'root'-'side-swim'-

'fish whack' did not occur. All other displayed sequences did occur. The only behaviors

that preceded 'fish whack' with any significant frequency are 'side-swim', 'scan', and

'non-foraging'. Analyses of three and four step behavioral transitions are possible, but,

due to the plasticity of appetitive behaviors, multi-step sequences are not likely to be

deterministic which would be an assumption of multi-step analyses. In addition, the

strategies utilized by the Sarasota dolphins appear to be centered around three behaviors

(see Section 4.4.2), and the other appetitive behaviors are likely used as necessary, which

again makes multi-step analyses problematic both in implementation and interpretation.
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Following Behavior
Initial fish side root/

Behavior capture pinwheel accelerate whack swim drift scan kerplunk

pinwheel -3.20 -4.04 -2.09
side swim -2.24 -3.66 -4.18 -2.22
root/drift -2.92 -3.00 -4.28 -2.45

scan -2.53 -3.92 -2.28
kerplunk -2.10 -2.27 -2.05
echolocate -3.47 -2.26 -2.24

whistle -2.04 -3.17 -2.22 -2.16 -2.32 -2.49 -2.40

pop -2.45
body contact -2.66 -2.47 -3.33
non-foraging -2.99 -4.42 -2.84 1 -2.43 1_1 _1_

Table 4.3 Negative z-scoires greater than -1.96. 'Target' and 'Given' are described in Section 4.2.3.
Only target behaviors <4 steps before capture are listed because complete analyses proceeded only
through four steps before each capture event. Behaviors for which no negative z-scores resulted have
been omitted from the table.

4.3.4 Influence of Individuals and Habitats on Observed Behavioral Patterns

Individual preferences
A contingency analysis of the behaviors used by individuals across the three

primary habitats showed a highly significant difference in the use patterns (X2=904,

df=136, P<<0.001). To examine the use patterns in more detail adjusted residuals

(Everitt, 1977) were calculated. The adjusted residuals were then used to estimate P-

values for the individual cells (Table 4.4). Cells in Table 4.4 that are significantly more

common than expected are shown in black, those less common than expected in red.
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Behavior
Individual--

Root/Dft Side-swimIKerplunkI Pinwheel ICapture Acceleratel Look back Scan IFish whack

FB03 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

FBll <0.05

FB28 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

FB38 <0.05

FB54 <0.05 <0.05

FB65 <0.05
FB75 <0.05

FB79 <0.05

FB83 <0.05

FB92 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

FlOl <0.05

F1 18 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

F138
F155 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05

F157 <0.01 <0.05 <0.05

UNK2
UNK3 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.05

Table 4.4 P-values (from adjusted residuals) for the use of behaviors by individuals. Cells

significantly more common than expected are shown in black, those less common in red.

Habitat influence
A chi-square analysis showed highly significant differences in the relative

occurrences of these behaviors between habitats ( 2 = 247, df=-18, P << 0.001). In a

more detailed analysis using multiple condensed contingency tables, the occurrences of

each foraging behavior in each of the three most common habitats were analyzed

independently against the occurrences of the rest of the foraging behaviors in that and the

other two habitats. For example, the occurrence of root/drift in sand was compared to the

occurrence of root/drift in seagrass and seagrass edge and the occurrence of the rest of the

foraging behaviors with a similar habitat breakdown (Table 4.5). The resulting P-values

are summarized in Table 4.6. It is noteworthy that pinwheel is the only behavior favored

in more than one habitat, all others are favored in only one and often disfavored in others.
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All other foraging

Habitat R behaviors

Sand 139 350
Seagrass + Seagrass Edge 70 493

Table 4.5 Example of individual 2x2 contingency table analyses for the habitat-specific occurrence of
foraging behaviors.

Behavior
Habitat root/drift side- kerplunk pinwheel capture accelerate scan bottom fish

swim dist/bubble whack

Sand <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.01 <0.001

Grass <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Edge <0.001 <0.01 <0.001 <0.05 <0.001

Table 4.6 X2 P-values comparing each foraging behavior with all others across habitats. Cells for
which observed counts were significantly greater than expected are in black, those less common than
expected in red. P-values less <0.01 are shown in bold, and those <0.001 are also underlined.

4.3.5 Nearest Neighbor Distance and Occurrence of Foraging Behaviors

The distance from the focal animal to its nearest neighbor was scored

continuously during review of videotapes. Nearest neighbor distance (NND) was a

separate category in the Observer@ protocol, and a focal dolphin was scored to be in one

of six mutually exclusive distance categories: < Im; < 2m; 5 5m; < 1Gm; > Im; or

'single animal'. Table 4.7 shows the occurrence of foraging behaviors as a function of

NND. For these analyses focal females with dependent calves were removed from the

data because the proximity of the calf (as nearest neighbor) is likely to be a special case.

Comparing all foraging behaviors together with non-foraging relative to NND

revealed a dependent relationship (X2=14.87, df=4, P<0.01). A comparison of only

foraging, multiple-animal groups ('non-foraging' behavior and 'single animal' categories

removed) showed in a significantly dependent relationship between foraging behaviors

and NND (X2=96.98, df=36, P<<0.001). More detailed analyses revealed relationships

between specific behaviors and NND.
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Distance of focal's nearest neighbor

Behavior <1 <2 5 10 >10 Single

Non-foraging 110 120 64 31 17 95
Root/drift 12 31 31 8 8 111
Side-swim 41 42 29 6 5 97
Kerplunk 13 (9) 26 (19) 9 (6) 0 0 5
Pinwheel 1 24 28 3 3 101
Capture 8 13 8 1 1 28

Accelerate 12 11 16 3 1 66
Look back 6 4 1 1 0 8

Scan 47 40 29 14 6 116
Fish whack 16(10) 12(7) 0 0 0 0

Table 4.7 Distance (meters) of focal animal's nearest neighbor and occurrence of foraging behaviors.
Data for females with dependent calves have been removed. Behaviors above the line in column one
are states, below are events. Values in parentheses indicate the subset of kerplunk and fish whack
that occurred synchronously with another dolphin.

All nearest <1m- 2m- 5m- m10-
neighbor <2 m !5 m :10 m >10 m

Behavior distances
root/drift <0.01 <0.05 0.198 0.822 0.34

side-swim 0.531 0.212 0.73 0.726 0.683
kerplunk <0.05 0.177 <0.05 0.133 na
pinwheel <0.001 <0.001 <0.05 0.139 0.598
capture 0.914 0.609 0.663 0.525 0.769

accelerate 0.439 0.383 0.0695 0.686 0.526
look back 0.351 0.284 0.302 0.268 0.41

scan <0.05 <0.05 0.906 <0.05 0.2636
fish whack <0.001 0.128 <0.01 na na

Table 4.8 X P-values for 2x2 contingency table analyses of foraging behavior and NND. See text for
details of interpretation.

Table 4.8 tabulates the results of condensed contingency table analyses comparing each

behavior with all others combined against progressive pairs of NNDs. For example,

'kerplunk' compared with all other foraging behaviors at NNDs of !2 m and 5 m

resulted in a P<0.05. NND was categorized into the above groups (Table 4.7), and the
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condensed contingency table analyses (Table 4.8) investigate 'break points', i.e. the

distance category or categories at which there is a significant change in the occurrence of

a particular behavior. The break point occurs at the <1 - 2 m point for root/drift and

scan, and at the 2 - 5 m point for kerplunk and fish whack. Root/drift was more

common than expected after its.break point, i.e. it occurred more often than expected as

animals spread out. Scan, fish whack, and kerplunk were less common than expected

after their individual break points (Table 4.8), i.e. they occurred more than expected

when animals were relatively close together. Pinwheel had a unique distribution; it was

less common than expected at <1 m, more common than expected at 2 m and 5 m, and

then less common thereafter. The distributions of the other behaviors (side-swim,

capture, accelerate, and look back) did not differ significantly with NND.

4.3.6 Foraging behaviors occurring during other activities

Traditionally, Sarasota dolphin behavior is categorized into one of five activity

states or events: travel, social, feed, probable feed, rest and mill (Urian & Wells, 1996).

The methods of the present study permitted the collection of foraging behaviors

separately but simultaneously with general activity. Figure 4.13 shows the rate of

occurrence of foraging behaviors during the different general activities. Relatively high

rates of some foraging behaviors occurred during activities that were not strictly defined

as foraging activities. These activities, however, were suspected to have some foraging

component due to the obvious feeding behaviors that often punctuate them. Most notable

are the rates of scan and root during traveling, the rates of scan, accelerate, pinwheel,

side-swim, and root during milling, and, while not as surprising, are the high rates of

most foraging behaviors during probable feed. This last activity state is a conservative

definition of feeding. Given the sub-surface occurrence of many of the foraging

behaviors and the previous lack of a direct link to feeding, it is not surprising that many

foraging behaviors occur during this suspected feeding state.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Foraging Behavior Sequences

In the overall analysis beginning with a capture event and retreating backwards in

time, a variety of pathways lead from the search stage, through pursuit, and finally to a

capture. The goal of this portion of the study was to begin to build a foraging ethogram,

and the 'backwards' analysis has accomplished this by defining which behaviors lead to

prey capture. With significant links demonstrated between prey capture events and the

behaviors indicated in Figures 4.9-4.12, analyses of the ecology of these and related

behaviors (e.g. sound use) as foraging activities can be conducted with confidence. In

addition, other behaviors, either newly or previously observed, can be more confidently

associated with feeding if seen to occur in significant relationship with other linked

behaviors.

While this 'backwards' analysis definitively links specific behaviors with the

foraging sequence, it does not account for decision points or failed sequences (but see

Figure 4.7 for repeated, i.e. potentially failed, sequences). Therefore, with this analysis,

data necessary for optimal foraging models (e.g. encounter rates) are not attainable.

Having defined the stages of foraging, however, this study makes possible the forward

analysis, which can be used to obtain quantities for optimal foraging models. Behaviors

occurring immediately before a capture are interpreted as pursuit behaviors. In the

overall analysis we see three obvious pursuit behaviors: 'pinwheel', 'fish whack', and

'accelerate'. The large z-scores for the first two behaviors demonstrate their importance

in the final stages before capture. These behaviors may be used in response to evasive

behaviors performed by the prey. Reflexive evasive behaviors causing an unpredictable

heading change are common among fish (Blaxter, Gray & Denton, 1981; Eaton,

Bombardieri & Meyer, 1977; Zottoli, 1977). Evasive maneuvers by prey may result in

few straight, fast chase sequences (Figure 4.8). In shallow water or near-surface feeding,

the pinwheel and fish whack behaviors both could account for the commonly seen flurry
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of white water and 'fast, non-directional' behaviors observed by other researchers

(Felleman, Heimlich-Boran & Osborne, 1991).

The next step backward from pursuit and capture in the foraging process is

'search'. The z-score analyses, however, do not precisely distinguish which behaviors

should be considered 'search' and which are 'pursuit'. Side-swim, for example, is of

central importance to all pathways and is interpreted as a pursuit behavior given its close

association with all three terminal behaviors and the fact that it often follows accelerate.

Kerplunk and scan, however, occur earlier in the sequence and relatively more often than

side-swim without being followed by one of the obvious pursuit behaviors. Additionally,

scan is used to search for and/or assess targets (Au, 1993), and, while its function is less

well understood, kerplunk is interpreted as a flushing behavior. A kerplunk likely

contains the frequencies and energy necessary to evoke a startle or 'C-start' response in

fish (Blaxter et al., 1981; Blaxter & Hoss, 1981; Eaton et al., 1977). This reaction causes

a fish to move rapidly, making detection by either echolocation or vision more likely than

if the fish is motionless in the cluttered environment of a seagrass bed. Further evidence

for kerplunks being used to flush fish is their extensive use at the edges of seagrass beds,

which are used as a refuge by fish (Sogard & Olla, 1993). For these reasons scan and

kerplunk are considered to be part of the 'search' stage with the other behaviors such as

root, drift, and look back which are more obviously part of the initial stage of foraging.

Many of these results suggest that dolphins use some active mechanism to flush prey, but

other predation strategies also occur as indicated in the z-score analyses. Look back is

significantly linked to side-swim in the overall assessment (Figure 4.9) and in seagrass

feeding (Figure 4.11). This behavior has been interpreted as a dolphin more closely

inspecting a target, so perhaps this represents a more opportunistic search strategy with a

dolphin tracking an already moving or detected target. Beyond look back other foraging

strategies (e.g. sit-and-wait) were rarely observed, although anecdotal observations

suggests that Sarasota dolphins do utilize other strategies. On one occasion a single (i.e.

no others within 1 km) dolphin was observed catching a fish in the mode of a sit-and-wait
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predator. The individual was in shallow water (<1 m) and very near shore (<1 m) in a

sparse seagrass bed. It remained motionless for approximately 10 seconds and then

lunged forward almost beaching itself as it caught a fish. Dolphins in other areas have

been observed to chase fish up onto an embankment and beach themselves to catch their

prey (Hoese, 1971; Petricig, 1995). It appears that this Sarasota dolphin similarly used

the shoreline to corner its prey, although it did not chase the fish onto the beach but

waited for the fish to come between it and the shoreline. 'Sea wall foraging' is another

foraging strategy seen infrequently during the current study, but it has been observed over

many years (R. Wells, pers comm). During sea wall foraging animals swim very fast

back-and-forth parallel to the sea wall, then turn and swim directly at the wall veering off

just before contacting the wall, and then often catch a fish. As evidenced by these

examples, other foraging strategies exist within the Sarasota dolphin population. The

current study has simply investigated in depth some subset of the foraging strategies

utilized by Sarasota dolphins.

4.4.2 Distinguishing Characteristics of Foraging Behaviors: Individual and Habitat
Influences and Indications for Distinct Foraging Strategies

The occurrence of the foraging behaviors observed during the current study is

affected by at least three factors: habitat, individual, and NND. The dolphins inhabiting

Sarasota Bay utilize at least three distinct foraging strategies: root/drift, kerplunk, and

fish whack. Two of the three techniques (root/drift and kerplunk) share a pursuit and

capture sequence but differ in their method of searching for or flushing prey. The third

variation (fish whack) shows little similarity to the other two throughout the foraging

sequence, although it shares a pattern with kerplunk as animals tend to display it when

their nearest neighbor is <5 m away (see Section 4.4.3 for further discussion). Evidence

for three distinct strategies is multi-faceted. Capture events are not habitat-specific, but

each of the three search strategies occurs significantly more than expected in a single

habitat, and each is specific to a different habitat (Table 4.6). Also distinguishing the

three strategies are NND (Table 4.8) and individually-specific preferences (Table 4.4).
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The search behaviors appear to flush prey from their refuges within a grass bed or

on the bottom. Kerplunking, for example, likely produces physical forces and sound,

either or both of which might cause a startle response causing a prey item to move

enough to then be detected acoustically or visually. Rooting directly flushes prey from

their refuges and may even lead to capture within the sediment (Rossbach & Herzing,

1997). Rooting occurred significantly more than expected in sand, less than expected at

the seagrass edge, and not significantly different than expected in seagrass. While fish

utilize sea grass beds for refuge (Sogard & Olla, 1993), adult fish are known to venture

beyond the bounds of the seagrass meadows (Savino & Stein, 1989) and most fish prey of

bottlenose dolphins are bottom dwellers (Barros & Odell, 1990; Wells & Scott, 1999).

Aiiother possible target prey for a rooting dolphin could be burrowing benthic

invertebrates. Dolphins rooting near crab traps may also be targeting invertebrates

growing on the traps or attracted to their contents. A fish whacking dolphin, on the other

hand, does not directly flush prey but appears to take advantage of fish schools in the

water column above seagrass meadows. Fish whacking appears to be more opportunistic

or tied to schooling prey that are more detectable in as much as the dolphins do not

appear to use a specific behavior to flush prey, i.e. it is preceded only by side-swim, scan,

and non-foraging activity. They do, however, choose the seagrass habitat very

specifically for fish whacking (Table 4.6), which shows purposive intent indicative of

appetitive behaviors (Tinbergen, 1951).

A striking feature of Sarasota dolphin foraging is the presence of distinctive

patterns of foraging behaviors displayed by different individuals within the population.

Table 4.4 shows that some animals favor or disfavor certain behaviors. With regards to

the three suggested distinct foraging strategies: root/drift, kerplunk, and fish whack, no

animal shows significant preference for more than one of these behaviors. In addition,

animals that do prefer one of them disfavor one or both of the other two. Some behaviors

are used by all animals indicating that they may be of general importance to all foraging
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strategies (e.g. side-swim, accelerate). The analyses presented indicate that the pattern of

occurrence of a particular behavior is dependent on both the individual performing the

behavior and the habitat in which it occurs. The use of a particular foraging strategy in

oystercatchers is similarly affected (Goss-Custard & Le V dit Durell, 1983), but is also

initially dictated by a bird's parents (Norton-Griffiths, 1967). Two cases in this study

may point toward parental influence on foraging behavior. Focal animal F155 showed

preference for fish whacking (Table 4.4). Her mother (FB05) was commonly seen fish

whacking during this study but was not included in the individual analyses as her 'video

minutes' total was less than the 30 minute minimum. She has often been observed fish

whacking with another of her daughters, FB55. The mother of the other 'fish whacker',

FB28, is unknown. In the other instance, one of the 'kerplunkers', F157, had a dependent

calf during 1996. In 1997 this calf (F186), while swimming approximately 2m behind

F157, kerplunked four times each within 5 seconds of F157 performing the same

behavior. F157 has been observed kerplunking in Tampa Bay as early as 1990, and she

has recently begun to use Palma Sola Bay (part of the Sarasota study area) during the

summer (R. Wells, pers. comm.).

Kerplunking also may be associated with some regional specificity. The two

animals in this study that strongly favor the behavior are two of the three focal animals

most commonly sighted in the adjacent waters of Tampa Bay. In addition, many of the

core 'Sarasota' animals use this behavior significantly less frequently than expected when

compared to the rest of the behaviors (Table 4.4). While there is no physical boundary

between the 'Sarasota' and 'Tampa Bay' dolphin communities, kerplunking may be a

behavior that is more successful in Tampa Bay due to some difference in habitat or prey

distribution. Such foraging specializations in apparent response to differing prey fields

has been observed in other cetaceans (Weinrich, Schilling & Belt, 1992). The Tampa

and Sarasota animals may, on the other hand, constitute different populations that have

experienced different local environmental conditions long enough to have locally specific

behaviors. Weinrich et al. (1992) suggest that the new foraging strategy they observed
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passed quickly through a local population via some learning mechanism, and Galef

(1995) describes how such socially learned behaviors are adaptive to local conditions.

The current study provides anecdotal evidence that foraging strategies are passed

from mother to offspring, although the young animals could acquire the strategy from

other individuals in the population. It is difficult to resolve the means by which an

individual 'learns' a foraging strategy because many mechanisms are available for the

passage of acquired behaviors (Whiten & Ham, 1992). To investigate the mechanisms of

the acquisition of 'local' behaviors in dolphins would require longitudinal data

documenting the behavioral repertoires of animals with whom a young individual

associates and the association patterns it has with those animals.

Individuals in the Sarasota population do possess different as well as overlapping

repertoires of foraging behaviors. Fish whacking and kerplunking, for example, were

observed in only few focal animals in this study (fish whack: 2 of 17; kerplunk: 3 of 17),

but rooting was observed in 16 of 17. Small sample sizes precluded a multi-dimensional

analysis of variance, which could have been used to address the question of whether the

driving force behind observed behaviors was that individual's repertoire, the habitat, or

some other factor(s). For example, if individuals are locked into limited repertoires of

foraging behaviors, do individuals target habitats most appropriate for their repertoire?

Alternatively, perhaps the animals have larger repertoires than those observed in the

current study. If so, does an individual encountering a certain habitat or prey refuge type

simply select the foraging strategy most appropriate for that environment? The data

presented here represent only a short snippet of time in the lives of these animals, so the

focal animals may display a larger repertoire than observed, or perhaps further

observation would reveal that they do indeed have limited repertoires and target specific

habitat or prey refuge types.
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4.4.3 Nearest Neighbor Distance and Foraging Behavior
Previous reports of bottlenose dolphins have stated that the animals 'spread out

when foraging' (Irvine et al., 1981), but no quantitative description has been offered.

This lack of quantitative data likely stems in part from not knowing definitively when the

animals are foraging. The results of the current study point to very specific instances in

which animals change their inter-animal distance while foraging. Whether and how

much an animal distances itself from its nearest neighbor appears to be associated with

foraging strategy. Five behaviors (root/drift, kerplunk, pinwheel, scan, and fish whack)

are all significantly affected by NND overall, but they are affected differently depending

on absolute distance (Tables 4.7 & 4.8). The occurrence of root/drift is significantly

different only when the spread changes from <1 m to 2 m being much less common than

expected at <1 m and more common than expected as animals spread out. This strategy

appears to function as a physical means of probing the sediment to flush prey as has been

observed in other areas (Rossbach & Herzing, 1997). The Sarasota dolphins were not

observed to bury their rostra or heads as Rossbach and Herzing (1997) observed, but the

behavior certainly appears to be focused on flushing single prey from a benthic refuge.

Given this emphasis, and the fact that root/drift occurred 1.5 times more often in single

animals than in all multi-animal observations (Table 4.7), it is not surprising that an

animal would distance itself from others while engaged in this foraging strategy.

Kerplunk and fish whack share a pattern of dependence on NND that is different

from root/drift (Tables 4.7 & 4.8). The first two strategies occur only when an animal is

relatively close to conspecifics, i.e. the animals spread out more to root/drift than to

kerplunk or fish whack. All three depend significantly on NND overall, but the break

point occurs earlier (i.e. smaller NND) for root/drift than for kerplunk and fish whack.

Neither kerplunk nor fish whack occurs at all when animals are >5 m apart and the

distributions between <1 - 2 m are not significantly different than expected. In other

words, the occurrence of these two behaviors is affected by NND only inasmuch as they

occur far less than expected (kerplunk) or not at all (fish whack) when animals are more
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than 5 m apart. These results, and the fact that 71% of kerplunks and 61% of fish whacks

occurred synchronously with at least one other animal, suggest a cooperative or social

component to these two foraging strategies as opposed to root/drift which appears to be

more solitary.

Kerplunks likely produce a loud, low frequency sound and certainly entrain a

mass of bubbles. The loud low sound could be sufficient to elicit a startle response in

fish as discussed above, and/or the bubbles could act as a boundary against which the

dolphin could trap their prey as has been observed in humpback whales (Hayes, Winn &

Petricig, 1985; Jurasz & Jurasz, 1979; Sharpe & Dill, 1997). This behavior occurs most

frequently in seagrass edges and is likely directed at prey fish hiding in the seagrass,

which is relatively acoustically and visually opaque to dolphins. The large number of

kerplunks that occur synchronously suggests that this strategy is used to flush prey from

the seagrass refuge, and that this strategy is most effective with additional animals at least

patrolling or possibly also kerplunking. The spacing of the animals could be important

when considering the bubble effects. If the bubbles are an important component, then

spacing between animals that is too great could decrease the effectiveness of the strategy.

In addition, one kerplunk may flush many fish in which case it may be beneficial for a

nearby animal whether or not it is kerplunking.

Fish whacking was not observed to occur when NND>2 m, and 61 % occurred

simultaneously with at least one other fish whack. These data suggest some cooperative

aspect of this foraging strategy. Fish whack, however, is significantly more common in

seagrass than in the other two habitats which differs starkly from kerplunk (Table 4.6).

Also, this behavior always involved predation on a school of prey rather than single prey

as in root/drift. The need for multiple, closely spaced animals may be two-fold for fish

whack. This strategy appears to rely upon a school of fish (minimum size unknown)

being flushed from within the seagrass as animals swim over the meadow, and this

flushing could possibly be more effective with multiple animals creating a surface
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pressure wave across the seagrass. After flushing fish, a dolphin will fish whack in the

middle of the fish school sometimes propelling fish out of the water. Even if a single fish

is not hit hard enough to propel it from the water, the products of the event (e.g. sound,

pressure, and/or bubbles) appear to disorient the fish sufficiently so as to become easier

prey. As discussed above the only other foraging behaviors significantly linked to fish

whack are scan and side-swim.

4.4.4 New insights into Sarasota dolphin foraging

Irvine (1981), Waples (1995), Wells (1991), and Barros and Wells (1998) have

described several aspects of foraging behavior in Sarasota dolphins. For example, these

studies found that animals spread out to feed in seagrass meadows (Irvine et al., 1981),

and that these seagrass beds are particularly important to foraging Sarasota dolphins,

especially in the summer (Barros & Wells, 1998; Waples et al., 1995). These studies

formed the basis for the general model that Sarasota dolphins are solitary hunters that

feed on individual prey items. The current work supports both of these conclusions, but

presents evidence of a slightly more complex ecology. This study has revealed foraging

strategies that are focused on exploiting predictable prey refuges, which leads to a

different overall model for finding prey.

Specifically, this work has found that while seagrass meadows are important for

Sarasota dolphins foraging using certain strategies, other strategies utilize different

habitats (e.g. kerplunking at seagrass edges). Likewise, some foraging strategies did

occur more frequently as dolphins spread out and became 'solitary' (e.g. rooting), but

others were more common when animals were close together and often occurred

synchronously (e.g. fish whacking). Finally, the assertion that Sarasota dolphins hunt for

individual prey is also supported in some cases, but again certain strategies appear to

target schooling prey (e.g. fish whacking). Two revisions to the current understanding of

Sarasota dolphin foraging are evident. First, the model that describes Sarasota dolphins

as solitary hunters targeting individual prey in seagrass meadows should be expanded

include the occurrence of one or more dolphins searching a prey refuge and working to
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flush the prey from or corral them within the refuge. Kerplunking, for example, targets

the edge of the refuge where fish that wander out of the seagrass meadow but re-enter as

the dolphin approaches would be found. To find a single fish is a more difficult problem

than to simply go to a refuge where prey density is often high. Such refuges could be

located in a variety of ways including vision, echolocation, or perhaps memory.

The description of coordinated social feeding is a significant new finding for

Sarasota dolphins and represents the second revision in the understanding of Sarasota

dolphin foraging behavior. No previous reports have documented the occurrence of

coordinated foraging strategies in Sarasota dolphins, but fish whacking and perhaps

kerplunking represent just such strategies. Other studies have reported coordinated

feeding strategies in dolphins from other areas (Hoese, 1971; Petricig, 1995; Wtirsig &

Wtirsig, 1980). These specialized strategies are so highly synchronized that participants

presumably need time not only to specialize but also to learn cues that facilitate

synchronization. Connor (1992) described the synchronous behavior of male dolphins in

Monkey Mia. In this case the goal of their behavior was to maintain control over and

therefore access to females. Are similarly synchronous behaviors used in different

contexts by the same individuals, i.e. do participants display similar synchronous

behaviors for mate guarding as well as foraging? Pairs of male dolphins do form

consortships with females in Sarasota (Moors, 1997), and a relatively new male pair was

observed to fish whack synchronously. What are the costs and benefits of acquiring and

synchronizing these behaviors? Perhaps less time is required for foraging, more prey

caught per unit effort, and/or perhaps other social benefits result from coordinating with a

conspecific?

4.4.5 Comparison of boat-based vs. overhead observations: an aide for the boat-based
observer

If an observer can see an animal for only a small portion of the total observation

time and most of those glimpses occur when the dolphin comes to the surface to breathe,

it would be surprising if that behavioral sample was representative. This is the case for

the behavioral observer in Sarasota, where the water opacity often precludes seeing a
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dolphin below the water's surface. The current study confirmed that, in fact, boat-based

observations do miss many behaviors. Many of the behaviors reported in this study that

occur below the surface have not previously been observed in Sarasota dolphins (e.g.

root/drift, scan). The overhead video has also provided a deeper understanding of other

behaviors described for the Sarasota population as well as others. Fish whacking, for

example, was known to be an important prey capture technique (Wells et al., 1987), but

an understanding of its behavioral precursors, the importance of NND and habitat, and

the sequence of maneuvers of the behavior has been facilitated by the overhead

perspective. Root has also previously been described for bottlenose dolphins (Shane,

1990), but its direct link to feeding and the habitat and frequency of its occurrence were

not well understood with only boat-based observations.

How can this new information benefit the boat-based observer? Elucidating the

sequences of foraging behaviors and demonstrating that each is significantly linked to

feeding may be the most important contribution. With this information an observer who

sees one of the feeding-linked behaviors can confidently record that an animal is

foraging. Shane (1990) used a travel/feed behavioral state to describe what she believed

to be a combination of the two states. This study supports that link as scan and root

occurred relatively frequently during travel as well as other general activities (Figure

4.13). Perhaps a traveling dolphin scans to assess its location and hence to navigate, and

a product of the information gathered (by echolocation or vision) is detection of prey.

This result could also be explained by a dolphin traveling in an 'opportunistic foraging'

mode, whereby it may choose to pursue prey detected while traveling. Traveling may,

however, exclude foraging behaviors as in the case of formation swimming.

Behavioral observations are limited to behavior(s) that are readily seen and easily

confirmed. Cetacean researchers, in most cases, have been limited to observing surface

and near-surface behaviors, and have defined the data they collect according to what is

available to them. The Sarasota Dolphin Research Project (SDRP) has developed and
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used such definitions (Bassos, 1993; Moors, 1997; Urian & Wells, 1996; Waples et al.,

1995; Wells, Irvine & Scott, 1980; Wells et al., 1987). Behavioral states have been

defined using cues such as locomotion patterns (e.g. 'mill': non-directional movement

that often occurs in conjunction with other activities). These categories are necessarily

conservative, relatively easy to observe and score, but, because surface and underwater

behavior are not always linked, the activity classifications are not always indicative of

function.

The relatively low rate of occurrence of most foraging behaviors during 'feed' is a

result of the fact that 'feed' is defined by SDRP as the event of a dolphin observed with a

fish in its mouth (Urian & Wells, 1996). For this study feed was a state initiated when a

dolphin caught a fish at the surface and continued for 30 sec. at which time it was

discontinued unless another feeding event occurred. This explains the relatively frequent

occurrence of side-swim and pinwheel.

'Probable feed' is a state defined by SDRP as 'indications of feeding without

confirmation (i.e. fish in the dolphin's mouth) that feeding has occurred.' With data

showing the frequent occurrence of virtually every foraging behavior during probable

feed (Figure 4.13), many of which would not be visible by a boat-based observer (e.g.

root, scan), this study supports an expansion of the current activity category. Given the

high rates of occurrence of many foraging behaviors, if an observer sees any of the

behaviors significantly linked to a prey capture then perhaps the behavioral event 'feed'

should be scored as the behavioral state. Likewise during 'mill' many foraging behaviors

not necessarily visible from the surface were observed to occur (Figure 4.13). Often

dolphins did simply mill, displaying none of the behaviors defined here as foraging

behaviors, and in that case the current conservative definition is appropriate. If, however,

a boat-based observer can confirm the occurrence of one of the behaviors significantly

linked to capture, then perhaps the expanded 'feed' state is more appropriate.
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chronological progression of the behavior (top to bottom).
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Figure 4.5 'Side-swimming' as seen from the overhead perspective (top drawing) and from the perspective of an observer underwater

at the same depth as the animal (bottom two drawings).
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Figure 4.6 'Pinwheel' as seen from overhead. The key to visualizing this behavior is to understand that in the figure all three drawings

show the right side of the animal. From overhead, the same lateral side of the animal is in view throughout the behavior.
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Chapter 5. Ambient Acoustics of Foraging Bottlenose Dolphins

5.1 Introduction

Bottlenose dolphins inhabit an acoustically diverse environment with sounds

produced by their prey (Barros & Wells, 1998; Fish & Mowbray, 1970), anthropogenic

noise, other biological non-prey sources (e.g. shrimp), as well as the sounds they produce.

Traditionally three different types of sounds have been attributed to bottlenose dolphins:

whistles, echolocation clicks, and burst-pulse sounds (Popper, 1980). Whistles are

frequency modulated tonal sounds with fundamental frequencies ranging from 2-20 kHz

(Caldwell & Caldwell, 1965). Echolocation clicks are short (50-150 jisec) broadband

pulses with center frequencies between 65-120 kHz and -3dB bandwidth of

approximately 40 kHz (Au, 1993). Burst-pulse sounds encompass a wide variety of

sounds that are highly variable in structure and length (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967a;

Wood, 1953). The functions of bottlenose dolphin vocalizations have been the subject of

considerable research. The commonly held assumption is that whistles and burst-pulse

sounds are used for social communication and echolocation is used for food finding,

predator avoidance, and navigation. These narrow assignments have been challenged

(Amundin, 1991; Tyack, 1997) including reports of a social function for sounds that are

echolocation-like in being broadband and impulsive but they are longer (msec vs. gsec

scale) with energy concentrated in lower frequencies (Caldwell, Haughen & Caldwell,

1962; Connor & Smolker, 1996; dos Santos et al., 1990; McCowan & Reiss, 1995). To

test for the function of a particular sound, the behavioral context of its production must be

understood. The behavioral precursor or response could involve both the signaling

animal and a receiver in the case of a socially relevant signal, or just the signaler if the

function is for individual food finding or navigation.

In some cases, however, signals used for finding food may not involve only the

signaler but also the prey. Echolocating bats, for example, must contend with prey that
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can detect their sonar sounds (Roeder & Treat, 1957; Roeder, Treat & Vande Berg, 1968)

and in some cases even possess behavioral avoidance measures (e.g. reflexive diving

maneuvers) activated by a bat echolocation signal (Miller, 1983; Roeder, 1962; Roeder,

1967). At least somewhat in response to these abilities bats have adopted both behavioral

and acoustic countermeasures. One behavioral adaptation to evasive maneuvers of

insects consists of using the tail membrane to increase the surface area available to

capture an insect in random, reflexive flight (Simmons, Fenton & O'Farrell, 1979). In an

acoustic countermeasure some bats hunt without echolocation. Instead the bats detect and

localize their prey using the sounds produced by the prey (Ryan & Tuttle, 1983; Ryan,

Tuttle & Taft, 1981; Tuttle & Ryan, 1981).

Bottlenose dolphins possess a sophisticated echolocation system that has been

shown through captive experiments to be excellent for target detection, ranging, and

discrimination (Au, 1993). Ecological constraints may select against the use of an active

sonar system for prey detection. Most prey are considered to have poor hearing abilities

in the range of dolphin echolocation because the sounds they produce are of substantially

lower frequency (Fish & Mowbray, 1970) and fish hearing abilities in the echolocation

frequency range have seldom been tested (Fay, 1988). Broadband, high frequency

sounds, however, have been effective in keeping fish away from intake pipes (Astrup &

Mfhl, 1993; Dunning et al., 1992), and 80 kHz pure tone sounds, within the range of

echolocation frequencies, elicit a startle response in shad (Mann, Lu & Popper, 1997).

This information, especially in light of the bat-insect arms race, indicates that the ecology

of an active sensory system like dolphin echolocation may be more complex than the

simple paradigm that dolphins echolocate to find food.

Whistles and burst-pulse sounds could have foraging functions in addition to

social ones. The lower frequency nature of these sounds permits greater travel distances

making them suitable for food calls or coordination in the case of cooperative foraging.

Food calls have been identified for primate species (Clark & Wrangham, 1994; Hauser &

Marler, 1993a; Hauser & Marler, 1993b) and food-associated calls have been identified

for dolphins (Janik, 1997). Additionally broadband, echolocation-like sounds are
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definitely not restricted to navigation and/or food finding. For example, a sound reported

recently is a hybrid between an echolocation click and a burst-pulse sound. Connor and

Smolker (1996) described a 'pop' as a broadband pulse rich in low frequency and longer

than a typical echolocation click; this sound serves a social function in Shark Bay,

Western Australia dolphins (Tursiops spp.). We are in the early stages of understanding

the ecology of cetacean sound use and the present chapter explores the ecology of

'ambient' acoustics of foraging bottlenose dolphins.

5.2 Materials and Methods

A two-hydrophone towed system was used to record acoustic activity of free-

ranging bottlenose dolphins. This system was part of the integrated observation platform

described in Appendix 1. Briefly, two hydrophones (HT196) were towed from the

observation vessel using the method described by Sayigh (1993). The cylindrically

shaped hydrophone elements were modified to improve flow characteristics (i.e. reduce

flow noise). Weights attached to the hydrophone cables kept the elements approximately

0.5 m below the surface when being towed at 2-3 knots. The audio signal from each

hydrophone was filtered through a 4 kHz high-pass filter (Allen Avionics 4188-4PO),

and then recorded on the two audio channels of the video recorder (see Appendix 1). The

high-pass filters were necessary to reduce flow noise while underway so that quality

recordings of dolphin sounds could be obtained (i.e. the dynamic range of the recorder

would not permit recording full flow noise and dolphin sounds).

Multi-looped whistles were scored as a single event, as was a train of

echolocation clicks. The actual number of clicks could not be reliably counted due to the

directional beam pattern and high frequency of dolphin echolocation. The system could

record only the low frequency portion of echolocation clicks, but the main energy is in

frequencies well above what the system could record. This shortcoming cannot

necessarily be overcome with equipment capable of higher sampling rates. To access the

main energy of the clicks requires not only higher sampling rates but also that the sensor

must be within the narrow transmit beam pattern (Au, 1993). Given the beam pattern

restrictions, the added complexity of incorporating high sampling rate equipment was not
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attempted. Under some circumstances it was likely that all clicks in a train were

recorded, and the overhead video often showed the animal's orientation to one or both

hydrophones. For two reasons, however, even knowing the angle of the animal relative

to the sensor does not permit calculation of expected energy, which could indicate the

likelihood of recording every click. First, neither the sound pressure level (SPL) nor

spectral content of clicks at off-axis (i.e. >20') angles is known, and secondly bottlenose

dolphins are known to vary the source level (Au, 1993). Harbor porpoises, Phocoena

phocoena, may even vary the beam pattern (Amundin, 1991) of their clicks. For all of

these reasons a train of echolocation clicks was scored as a single event, and given these

constraints echolocation may be underrepresented in these 'ambient' recordings. A pause

of 1 second was interpreted as the end of a click train. Records of other sounds should

represent the total number of sounds produced. The other vocalizations considered here

have energy concentrated in relatively low frequencies (see below) and are considered to

be less directional, therefore increasing the likelihood of their being recorded. The

sounds considered in this chapter are referred to as 'ambient' because with this system

the source of a sound could not be identified to a particular individual if more than one

were in the immediate area (<1000 m). In many cases, however, only one animal was

within 1000 m of the observation vessel during the focal follow, hereafter referred to as a

'single animal'.

During tape review sounds were scored as events in The Observer@

simultaneously with the focal dolphin's behavior so they could be analyzed within the

context of observed behaviors (see Section 4.2). In addition, the focal animal's habitat

was included as a modifier for each acoustic event to permit analyses of the influence of

environment on sound use. Using this method, the vocalizations could be analyzed in the

context of foraging as well as general activity state (e.g. traveling, socializing), nearest

neighbor distance, and presence/absence of a calf.

As described above, the data collection system did not permit sound source

localization, so for multi-animal groups it was not known which animal produced a

sound. In the absence of complete sound localization data, calculation of exact individual
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animal vocal rate is impossible for multi-animal groups. The analyses conducted here

account for this lack of information by not relying on vocal rates in multi-animal groups

beyond a general, introductory analysis of sound production patterns. Instead,

comparisons of sound use are done between single and multi-animal groups using

primarily contingency table analyses because they permit comparisons that do not depend

on individual rates of sound production, i.e. they compare the relative occurrence of the

different sounds. Rates of sound production are used only for descriptive purposes and

are, for multi-animal groups, average rates for a given group. For the contingency table

analyses, however, the total numbers of sounds recorded for multi-animal groups were

retained for two reasons. First, given that a sound could not be assigned to an individual

it was possible that only one animal was responsible for all sounds recorded. The second

null hypothesis is that each animal in a group is vocalizing in the same pattern as it would

if it was alone. In either case the contingency tables would reveal predictable ratios of

type of sound produced and single vs. multi-animal group. Analyses of foraging specific

functions of sounds, e.g. habitat-specific use, consider only sounds recorded from single

animals.

5.3 Results
Three types of sounds were scored as the overhead video/audio tapes from focal

individuals (Table 5.1) were reviewed: 1) clicks; 2) whistles; and 3)'pops' (Figures 5.1 a-

c). Pops have not been reported previously for the Sarasota bottlenose dolphins, and are

somewhat similar to the sounds reported by other studies ('pops' (Connor & Smolker,

1996); 'thunks' (McCowan & Reiss, 1995); and 'low creaks' (dos Santos et al., 1990)).

They differ in having more energy at higher frequencies and are longer in duration (see

Figure 5.1c). Whistles recorded during observations were typical frequency modulated,

tonal calls as have been reported previously for the Sarasota bottlenose dolphins (Sayigh

et al., 1990; Sayigh et al., 1995).

The average rate of sound production per animal in multi-animal groups was

significantly less than the rate for single animals over all behaviors and sound types

(Figure 5.2a). Similarly, single foraging animals have a significantly higher sound

production rate than for animals in multi-animal groups (Figure 5.2b). When animals are
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Focal Birth Reproductive Animal-Minutes Observed
Animal Year Sex Status Total I Video

FB03 1989 F A 284 84
FB11 1984 F A 110 44
FB28 1965 M A 196 88
FB38 1974 M A 120 31
FB54 1971 F A 105 47
FB65 1983 F A 230 34
FB75 1974 F A 120 65
FB79 1979 F A 85 33
FB83 1950 F A 110 41
FB92 1988 M SA 125 114
F101 1990 F A 115 31
F118 1992 M SA 185 138
F138 1992 M SA 135 44
F155 1990 F SA 175 93
F157 ? F A 265 87

UNK2 ? ? SA/A 115 31
UNK3 ? SA/A 100 36

Non-30's n/a n/a n/a 879 255
TOTALS 10F, 5M 4SA, 11A 3454 1296

Table 5.1 Focal animals included in the study. UNK2&3 were unknown at the time of publication.
'Non-30's' refers to data collected on animals for whom <30min of useable video/audio data were
collected. A=Adult, SA=Sub-adult.

not foraging the sound production rates are not significantly different (0.20 sounds/min

for single animals and 0.16 sounds/animal/min for multi-animal groups). The relatively

constant increase in sound production rate per animal as the group size increases is

similar to that observed in clicking sperm whales (Whitehead & Weilgart, 1990).

5.3.1 Effects of group size and behavior on sound use

To further investigate this difference in single vs. multiple animal groups the

analyses were broken down by the three sound types. The use patterns for these three

sounds are significantly influenced by whether an individual is alone or in a group (Table

5.2 and Figure 5.3) and whether foraging or not (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.4).
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Sound Type
Group Size Pops Echolocation Whistles

Single 70 [7.59] 109 [4.69] 36 [-11.87]
Multiple 76 [-4.37] 141 [-2.70] 155 [6.84]

Table 5.2 Counts of the three sound types in single vs. multi-animal groups. Adjusted residuals are
shown in [brackets].

A chi-square analysis reveals that use patterns depend significantly on whether an

animal is alone or part of a multi-animal group (X2=39.75, P<<0.01). Comparing

adjusted residuals to the standard normal deviate (i.e. 1.96) can give insight into the

contribution of individual contingency table cells to the X2 statistic (Everitt, 1977).

Adjusted residuals (Table 5.2) indicate that single animals produce many more pops and

echolocation than expected while producing far fewer whistles than expected. For

multiple animals the residuals suggest the exact opposite. Similar X2 analyses conducted

after normalizing the number of multi-animal sounds to a single animal equivalent

resulted in even larger X2 values.

In addition, sound production depends on whether the animal(s) is foraging or not

(Table 5.3 and Figure 5.4). Chi-square analyses conducted for each sound type

independently revealed highly significant differences for all three sound types (pop

X2=13.48, df=1, P<0.01; echolocation X2=46.66, df=1, P<<0.001; whistle 2=44.10, df=1,

P<<0.001). Comparison of expected values for the individual 2x2 contingency tables

compiled in Table 5.3 show a consistent trend in the contribution of each category to the

X2 value. Single animals produce fewer echolocation trains, whistles, and pops than

expected when not foraging and more than expected when foraging. For multiple animal

groups the reverse is true for all three sounds.

Pops Echolocation Whistles
Non- Foraging Non- Foraging Non- Foraging

Group Size foraging foraging foraging

Single 6 64 10 99 4 32
[15.14] [54.86] [34.86] [74.14] [21.67] [14.33]

Multiple 26 52 69 69 117 48
[16.86] [61.14] [14] [93.86] [99.33] [65.67]
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Table 5.3. Occurrence of sounds in single vs. groups of animals by behavior. 'Foraging' includes
only those sounds recorded during previously defined foraging behaviors. Expected values are
shown in [brackets].

5.3.2 Habitat-specific use of sound during foraging

Elucidating the ecology of sound function is also aided by an understanding of the

habitat-specific use of particular sounds. Overall sound use is significantly influenced by

habitat (Table 5.4, X2=48.0, P<<0.001). To investigate the influence of habitat on

Habitat
Sound Sand Seagrass Seagrass edge Bay

Pop 90 3 38 5
Echolocation 115 19 62 35

Whistle 82 18 32 52
Totals 287 40 132 92

Table 5.4 Habitat-specific sound use across all behaviors. Numbers are counts of sounds recorded.

sound use during foraging only the sounds produced by a single animal foraging in the

three primary habitats are. considered (Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5). The use of these three

sounds was significantly affected by the habitat in which the animal foraged (X2=9.89,

df=4, P<0.05). Further analyses revealed significant differences in the use of particular

sounds in specific habitats (Figure 5.5). Single foraging animals produced significantly

more whistles in seagrass meadows (X 2=5.009, df=1, P<0.05) and pops at the seagrass

edge (X2=4.267, df=1, P<0.05) than expected.

Table 5.5 Habitat specific sound use (numbers of sounds recorded) by a foraging single animal. See
Chapter 4 for the description of habitats. * indicates sounds that were significantly more common
than expected (P<0.05).

Habitat
Sound Sand Seagrass Seagrass edge

Pop 31 5 30*
Echolocate 56 12 28

Whistle 13 8* 11
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Use of Sounds by Single vs. Multiple Animal Groups
Single animals echolocate more than expected when foraging and less than

expected when not foraging (Table 5.3, Figure 5.4). Echolocation has typically been

associated with navigation and food finding. The present results combined with the

sequential behavioral analyses (Section 4.6) support the hypothesis that echolocation is

used during foraging, but the low rate of echolocation during single-animal travel

(0.04/min) indicates that a dolphin's reliance on echolocation for navigation during the

day seems less important than previously assumed. The goal of this study was to

investigate the role of sound, specifically echolocation, in dolphin foraging. Figures 5.3

and 5.4 illustrate that echolocation is crucially important to a solitary foraging dolphin

when compared to its use of echolocation when not foraging, which is perhaps

surprisingly low. In addition, Figure 4.7 demonstrates that echolocation trains occur

throughout foraging sequences. Given the constraints of recording these sounds in the

wild these results may even underestimate the occurrence of echolocation during

foraging.

Sound use varies significantly depending on whether an animal is alone or part of

a group, and is manifest in both overall rates of vocalization and in the type of sound

produced. The results indicate that in the presence of other animals the pattern of sound

use is different than when an animal is alone. Sound use also varies significantly

depending on whether a dolphin is foraging or not, and the significantly higher sound

production rate for single foraging animals accounts for the observed differences in

overall sound production rate. In the case of the three 2x2 tables compiled in Table 5.3

direct comparison of observed and expected values simplifies interpretation of observed

patterns; adjusted residuals assist in interpretation by permitting comparisons of the

contribution of an individual cell to the X2 value.
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Sarasota dolphins may navigate using a variety of senses and information

available to them. As year-round, long-term (4 generations) residents of the Sarasota Bay

waters, these animals could be familiar with a variety of features of their environment.

For example, bathymetric features such as channel confluences, subsurface rises, harbors,

or even bridge pilings may provide navigational aids for Sarasota dolphins. Bats cease to

echolocate after becoming familiar with an area, and will even avoid objects that have

been removed or collide with newly introduced obstacles (Griffin, 1958; Holler, 1995;

Neuweiler & Mohres, 1966). Reduced reliance on echolocation for navigation would not

be surprising if dolphins possess similar spatial memory capabilities. Other acoustic cues

may also assist in navigation, e.g. bridge noise, fish aggregation areas.

For multi-animal groups the trend is opposite relative to single animals, i.e. they

echolocate more than expected when not foraging and less than expected when foraging.

Tyack (1997) presents arguments for the expansion of the traditional niches to which

cetacean sounds have been assigned. In the case of echolocation, for example, he

describes a model that could explain why dolphins foraging in groups might be able to

successfully echolocate with reduced rates of click production. Tyack's (1997) model for

the use of bistatic sonar in cetaceans describes a system in which an animal could use the

information contained in a signal produced by a nearby conspecific. For example, if a

fish is between the two dolphins, a click from one dolphin will be modified in a

predictable way as it travels through the fish, especially the swim bladder. In a second

mode, a dolphin swimming next to a signaling animal could receive echoes, i.e.

information, from the signaler's clicks. This ability has been demonstrated in dolphins

(Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967b; Xitco & Roitblat, 1996). A third possibility is that

dolphins may cue on a click production rate or pattern characteristic of a foraging animal,

a strategy used by echolocating bats (Barclay, 1982). In all cases, the non-signaling

dolphin obtains information about potential prey using another dolphin's click(s),

reducing its own need to echolocate. A prerequisite for the first two mechanisms is that

the receiving animal knows the exact structure of the outgoing signal, and while dolphins

can alter the source level (Au, 1993) and beam pattern (Amundin, 1991) of their

echolocation, the clicks in a given echolocation train vary relatively little (Au, 1993).
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The evidence presented in this chapter shows that dolphins foraging in groups

echolocate less often than single animals, and some dolphin foraging strategies occur

significantly more often in tight groups (e.g. fish whacking and kerplunking, Section

4.3.6). Perhaps these social coordinated foraging strategies are more effective at flushing

prey from their refuges, which would reduce the need for echolocation. Kerplunking, for

example, occurs when animals are close together and synchronous kerplunks often occur.

By working together the dolphins may enjoy the added benefit of not needing to

echolocate as much because they can more effectively flush and/or corral prey. These

social foraging strategies may, therefore, reduce the reliance on echolocation, and, given

the presumed energetic cost of echolocation and the hearing abilities of some fish (Astrup

& Mfhl, 1993; Dunning et al., 1992; Mann et al., 1997), any opportunity to reduce

echolocation production is likely to be advantageous.

Single animals also produce whistles in greater numbers when foraging than is

expected. This result is especially noteworthy in light of the result that single animals

produce fewer whistles than expected when all behaviors are considered (Table 5.2).

Whistles have traditionally been considered to function as social signals, but in this case

an animal is producing a signal in the absence of other animals so the social function

appears less important. In addition, whistles typically lack the energy that would be

required to elicit a response from fish (Canfield & Eaton, 1990). However, whistles,

which are relatively low in frequency and non-directional compared to echolocation, can

theoretically travel distances that would make them suitable to function as a signal to

relatively distant animals, i.e. >1 km. Two possible functions for such a signal could be a

contact call or a food call. Animals >1 km from the observation vessel could not be

reliably sighted or tracked, but a simple protocol could test this hypothesis. Contact calls

and food calls are common in mammalian species (Clark & Wrangham, 1993; Clark &

Wrangham, 1994; Hauser & Marler, 1993a; Hauser & Marler, 1993b), and recent data for

bottlenose dolphins show that whistles are recognized by familiar animals (Sayigh, 1992)

and are used for cohesion (Janik & Slater, 1998). The function of a contact call in this

circumstance could be to alert conspecifics of a food source, to solicit assistance for some
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type of cooperative foraging, or simply to maintain contact while foraging. To disclose a

food source would be logical only if surplus is available, or if an animal could assist kin

in finding food. These are testable hypotheses for the Sarasota dolphins as prey fields

could be mapped, the relationships of responding animals could be known, and timing of

reunions can be monitored.

The findings of the current study indicate that pops differ in function, or at least

have a function in addition to the social one reported by Connor and Smolker (1996).

The structure of pops recorded in the current study (Figure 5. 1c) were similar but not

identical to sounds recorded by other researchers ('pops' (Connor & Smolker, 1996);

'thunks' (McCowan & Reiss, 1995); and 'low creaks' (dos Santos et al., 1990)). Pops in

the current study typically contained energy into higher frequencies than these other

sounds, but the durations were comparable. These other studies found social uses for this

type of sound. Connor and Smolker (1996), for example, reported that these sounds were

used by males to threaten females so the latter would not try to escape from a

consortship. The non-social function of the sounds presented here is evidenced by the

fact that single animals produced half of the pops recorded in the current study (Table

5.2) and that, when produced in multi-animal groups, pops were not observed to mediate

any social interactions.

Pops were produced significantly more than expected in one of the main feeding

habitats, seagrass edges. Given that acoustic stimuli can trigger a startle response

(Blaxter & Hoss, 1981; Canfield & Eaton, 1990) and the range of best hearing in dolphin

prey is in the relatively low frequencies (Fay, 1988), it is possible that dolphins are using

these loud, low frequency rich sounds to flush or startle prey. Prey fish utilize seagrass

beds for refuge (Sogard & Olla, 1993). This environment could prevent their detection

due to the visual and acoustic clutter it presents to a searching dolphin. The Sarasota

dolphins may use pops simply to startle a fish enough to make it move and/or leave its

refuge at which time the dolphin would be better able to detect the fish visually and/or

acoustically. This mechanism is similar to that suggested for the kerplunk, and both

events either do (pop) or likely (kerplunk) produce intense, low frequency sounds that
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can startle fish (Blaxter & Hoss, 1981; Canfield & Eaton, 1990). The hypothesized

function of these sounds is different than that suggested by Norris and Mshl (1983) who

conjectured that odontocetes can debilitate prey with loud impulsive sounds derived from

echolocation. No such debilitation was observed in association with pops or kerplunks,

so the proposed role of these events is simply that they elicit a startle response.
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Rate of Sound Production during Foraging
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

Previous qualitative studies of bottlenose dolphin foraging (Bel'kovich et al.,

1991; Shane, 1990) provided some observational background (e.g. descriptions of some

feeding behaviors) and theoretical basis for the current, quantitative research into the

sequence and ecology of specific foraging behaviors displayed by Sarasota, FL bottlenose

dolphins. New observational techniques developed as part of the current study allowed a

more detailed view of foraging behavior including the discovery of new foraging

behaviors for the Sarasota dolphins. The new behavioral observation tool, an overhead

video system, confirmed the fact that surface behavior, especially with regard to foraging

behavior in this work, is not a representative sample of behavior. Many behaviors

observed to occur below the surface, for example, were never seen at the surface, and

some of those seen at the surface occurred more frequently below than at the surface.

This ability to see through or at least well into the water column has also definitively

linked suspected or probable foraging behaviors with confirmed feeding events. Careful,

quantitative sampling of specified behaviors documented significant links between them

and prey capture. In addition, this detailed sampling revealed several distinct foraging

strategies.

Behavioral sequences analyzed in reverse chronological order beginning with a

successful capture event and retreating one behavior at a time (i.e. a state-lag analysis)

demonstrated that dolphins do organize their behaviors into specific sequences (Figures

4.7-12). The sequences are not deterministic, showing variability based on factors

including, but not limited to, habitat, individual preference, and nearest neighbor

distance. While the sequences were not deterministic several specific patterns

predominated. These patterns defined three distinct foraging strategies: 'rooting',

'kerplunking', and 'fish whacking'. Rooting and kerplunking are two search strategies

that appear to focus on the need to flush or startle prey hidden in refuges so as to make

them more detectable. Alternatively, these two behaviors may act to corral prey within

those refuges therefore increasing the prey density in the refuge before venturing in to
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actually find the prey. Rooting, a behavior in which a dolphin explores the bottom or

some object by orienting itself almost vertically and stationary in the water column, had

not been reported previously in Sarasota but has been documented for dolphins in other

areas (Rossbach & Herzing, 1997). Kerplunking has been observed in Sarasota as well as

in other areas (R. Connor, pers comm). Kerplunking consists of a dolphin near the

surface raising its tail flukes out of the water and then forcefully bringing them down to

the surface and continuing this forceful movement well into the water column. These

two strategies share a similar pursuit sequence consisting of behaviors such as

'accelerate' and 'side-swimming'. Leatherwood (1975) described side-swimming as well

as the rapid direction change maneuver called a 'pinwheel' which is preceded side-

swimming in Sarasota dolphins. The third foraging strategy, fish whacking, had also

been previously described for Sarasota dolphins (Wells, Scott & Irvine, 1987), but its

dependence on factors such as habitat and nearest neighbor distance and its unique

overall sequence were not previously documented. Fish whacking is also preceded by

side-swimming, but its relatedness to the other two strategies ends there. This study has

elucidated the ecology and function of these and other behaviors (e.g. 'scan' which had

only been observed in captive dolphins) described in previous qualitative studies of

feeding dolphins.

The use of these three strategies varies at least by habitat and individual. Rooting

occurred more often in sandy bottom habitats, kerplunking at the edges of seagrass

meadows, and fish whacking within the seagrass meadows. In addition to this habitat

specificity two of the three strategies (kerplunking and fish whacking) were social as they

occurred only when animals were in close proximity and involved highly synchronous

behavior. The usage of these behaviors suggests that dolphins must invest in not only

learning specific strategies and selecting the appropriate habitat, but also in coordinating

with another individual. To justify this investment, use of these strategies must result in

significant foraging as well as perhaps social benefits. Whether the observed behaviors

represent the complete foraging repertoires for any or all individuals in this study is

unknown, and other foraging behaviors are observed in Sarasota. Therefore it is also not

known whether the observed sequences are determined by an individual's foraging
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behavior repertoire, the habitat, or other factors such as the behavior of the prey. All

individuals, for example, may use the same strategy in a particular habitat, or individuals

may seek out the appropriate habitat for the strategies in their repertoire. Whatever the

case, the current study demonstrated that distinct foraging strategies do exist, and

presumably a certain amount of time is required for an individual to acquire a particular

behavior. If this cost were high then the presence of many strategies in the repertoire of a

single individual would not be expected. If, however, behaviors were readily transmitted

from parents or other close associates to young individuals, for which anecdotal evidence

was presented in this work, then all strategies to which an individual is exposed would be

expected to appear in its repertoire. Further study could answer these questions with

detailed longitudinal observations beginning at birth of particular individuals.

Acoustic data collected by the overhead video/underwater audio observation

platform revealed that echolocation is associated with foraging. Sound use patterns were

significantly affected by whether or not an animal was foraging and whether it was alone

or part of a larger group. While the overall rate of sound production was low, single

animals (i.e. no other animals visible from observation vessel) had significantly higher

rates of producing all three sounds recorded: clicks, whistles, and pops. This difference

occurred only during foraging as the single, non-foraging animal sound production rates

were consistent with the per-animal rate in multiple-animal groups. The use of sounds,

therefore, is crucially important to single foraging animals. This reliance on acoustics is

somewhat mitigated for animals foraging in groups larger than one. For echolocation and

pops both single and multi-animal groups increased their use during foraging, but for

whistles single animals increased their use while animals in larger groups decreased their

production.

The production of pops and whistles by single foraging animals was influenced by

the habitat in which the animal was foraging. Pops were significantly more common at

seagrass edges, and significantly more whistles than expected were recorded as single

animals foraged within seagrass meadows. Echolocation production did not significantly

deviate from expected values across the three major habitats.
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Echolocation and whistle rates of free-ranging dolphins were also recorded using

an attached acoustic data logger, and the data revealed similarly low overall rates of

sound production. This data logger (Nowacek et al., 1998) provided acoustic records

known unambiguously to have been produced by a single individual. Based on an

experimentally determined sensor location, every click or whistle event was recorded by

the device. Relatively long periods of silence (tens of minutes) were punctuated by short

bursts of sound production. The predominant behavior observed during these

experiments was traveling. These results indicate that dolphins do not need to

continuously click to navigate. Likewise, whistles are not produced at very high rates

even by mothers traveling with dependent calves, a result consistent with Sayigh (1992).

Dolphin foraging behavior had previously been described through qualitative,

anecdotal reports primarily of groups of animals. This thesis, using continuous

observations of individual animals, has demonstrated a discrete repertoire of foraging

behaviors used by Sarasota bottlenose dolphins. While this list of behaviors is certainly

not exhaustive, it is representative both of the repertoire and the ecology of foraging

behaviors. The occurrence of a given behavior depends on which behaviors have

occurred previously, the habitat in which the dolphin.is foraging, and the individual

performing the behaviors. Other factors not measured but that certainly would affect the

use of a particular behavior include the type, behavior, and distribution of prey. In

addition, the observed foraging behaviors appear to focus on the need to flush and/or

corral prey hiding in refuges. The use of sound is also important for foraging Sarasota

dolphins. Production of all three sound types increases dramatically in single animals

when foraging, and echolocation and pop production increase in groups in which at least

the focal individual was foraging. Habitat also influences the use of some sounds in

single foraging animals. Whistles are more common than expected in seagrass meadows

and pops at the seagrass edges, but echolocation is common is all habitats perhaps

indicating its more central role in the foraging process.
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Appendix 1. Overhead Video/Underwater Acoustic Observation
Platform

A.1 Introduction

A systematic and consistently applied sampling regimen is necessary to obtain

unbiased data for the study of animal behavior. Numerous sampling methods are

available to the behavioral researcher each with strengths, weaknesses, and particular

applications. The following discussion is based on the methods explained by Altmann

(1974). To obtain quantitative, detailed behavioral data the method of choice for many

research questions is to apply continuous and point sampling protocols during focal-

individual follows. Continuous data can be used to establish rates and frequencies of

behaviors, evaluate behavior sequences, and are the richest source of data on social

behavior and relationships. Carefully designed point sampling is useful for determining

activity budgets or diurnal behavior patterns. For continuous sampling the researcher

must be able to observe an identifiable subject for long periods of time. Visual contact

may not be continuous throughout a sampling interval, but if the 'time-out' periods are

recorded one can still precisely measure durations, rates, and frequencies of behaviors

and behavioral transitions. For marine mammal research, however, the 'time-outs' are

usually longer than the 'time-ins', and the 'time-ins' occur almost exclusively at the

surface which is not a representative sample of behavior (see Section 4.3.5). This

observation presents a problem for Mann's (1999) assertion that, for short 'time-outs', an

animal's behavior when in view (e.g. at successive surfacings) can be extrapolated to

when not in view. For other sampling methods, e.g. point or scan sampling, the subject's

behavior is recorded at predetermined moments in time (Altmann, 1974). The times at

which marine mammal subjects, however, are visible are often determined by the animal

not the observer. Therefore, for both continuous and point sampling, unbiased

quantitative samples are difficult to obtain.
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Studying animals that inhabit clear water environments provides a simple

solution for marine mammal researchers, and at least three observational techniques have

been utilized to exploit these conducive environments. First, boat-based observers can

maintain visual contact of individuals for relatively long periods, but their presence may

influence the animals' behavior (Table 1). Smolker (1993) for example, followed focal

individuals for periods of up to 9 hours with a median observation session lasting 3.5

hours. A large quantity of continuous data are easily obtained in such circumstances,

although some of the observation time is lost as the animals may submerge out of sight

even in these more favorable habitats (Connor & Smolker, 1996). Also, if reflection is

negligible then continuous video recording of an animal's behavior is also possible (R.

Connor, pers. comm.) which can be invaluable if the behaviors being sampled occur in

rapid succession or are of short duration. Observing animals from an underwater

platform or while diving is another means of exploiting clear water environments. In the

Bahamas, for example, continuous sampling for periods of 5-35 minutes can be

conducted while diving (Dudzinski, Clark & WUrsig, 1995; Herzing, 1996). Caveats

associated with this type of observation include the potential biases introduced by having

a human diver near the animals and that the subject controls the duration of the

observation period. Norris (1991) reviews the use mobile underwater viewing platforms,

a tool that has been effectively utilized (Norris et al., 1994; Ostman, 1994; Pryor &

Norris, 1991). Such an observation platform allows the observer to maintain visual

contact with swimming animals and observe for periods of tens of minutes, but it can be

used only in the calmest sea states (Ostman, 1994). Studies conducted in clear water

environments provide excellent data on the behavior of individuals in these populations

(Connor & Smolker, 1996; Ostman, 1994; Smolker et al., 1993) but do have limitations

(see Table 1).

Environments in which the water is more opaque provide limited visibility of

submerged animals. Part of the inability to see into the water column in these

environments is caused by reflection and refraction of sunlight. Viewing from overhead
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mitigates these lighting problems and can extend continuous observation of marine

mammals to more opaque waters. For an observer to see into the water, light must

penetrate the water. Reflection is at a minimum at the zenith angle, i.e. 00 relative to

incident light, and increases only slightly to 500 where it begins to increase dramatically

(Williams, 1970). Therefore, if one can observe from an angle close to that of incident

light, reflection is minimized and illumination of the water is maximized. In regards to

refraction, Snell's law states that the image the eye sees is distorted by an amount

proportional to the sine of the angle of incident light. The amount of distortion is

minimized, therefore, as the observation point approaches the angle of incident light.

Observing from near shore cliffs is one method that takes advantage of an

elevated vantage point. Cliff-based observations have unique advantages and

disadvantages (Table 1). Some researchers have conducted studies of cetacean behavior

and activity budgets from cliffs (Hanson & Defran, 1993; Jefferson, 1987; Norris et al.,

1994; Osborne, 1986), but even from this elevated observation point their samples are

mostly limited to surface behavior. In addition, repeatedly identifying individuals from

such a distance is virtually impossible for small cetaceans, so sampling is limited to scan

sampling of focal groups (Altmann, 1974). For behavioral studies of large whales

observations from cliffs can be more effective as individuals can be repeatedly identified

and thereby tracked for long periods (Richardson et al., 1995). In such circumstances the

use of point sampling methods and possibly continuous sampling may be possible,

although detailed behavior is rarely visible from such a vantage point. A cliff-based

observational technique that does not rely on seeing submerged animals is tracking

animal movements using a surveyor's theodolite to precisely locate each successive

surfacing (Table 1). Theodolite data have been utilized, for example, to measure

animals' responses to acoustic playbacks (Malme et al., 1983), swim speeds, distance

from shore, and distances traveled (Jefferson, 1987; Norris et al., 1994; Richardson et al.,

1995; Sumich, 1983). While observing from cliffs permits theodolite tracking and the
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collection of some behavioral data, observations are normally limited to coarsely defined

behaviors of specific habitats and subject species.

A mobile, overhead observation platform provides an excellent means to sample

populations that do not inhabit clear water or areas near an elevated shoreline. Aerial

surveys from airplanes have been effectively utilized for many years to assess population

size and distribution of various species of mysticetes (Hain et al., 1992; Hubbs & Hubbs,

1967; Nerini & Rugh, 1986), but caution must be exercised as environmental factors can

introduce biases (Nerini & Rugh, 1986). For behavioral study, the most extensive use of

aerial observations has been in the study of bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus)

behavior and reaction to human activity (Richardson et al., 1995; Richardson et al., 1985;

Wtirsig et al., 1985; Wirsig et al., 1989). The aerial observations were conducted

according to a protocol which minimized disturbance to the whales (see (Richardson et

al., 1985; Richardson & Malme, 1993). Although the aerial observations did provide an

undisturbed sample, they provided only few detailed behavioral data of submerged

animals (Wiirsig et al., 1985). This restricted underwater viewing was likely due to the

turbid water and the constraints imposed by the non-disturbance protocol, specifically,

the need to maintain an altitude of 450-600 m and to circle at a lateral range of at least 0.5

km which compromises the benefits of viewing from overhead by increasing the zenith

angle (Richardson et al., 1985; Richardson & Malme, 1993). While some types of

behavioral data for these whales are made more accessible by observations from

airplanes, e.g. near surface feeding (Watkins & Schevill, 1979), this accessibility is in

part due to the large size and relatively slow swim speeds of the bowhead which would

also be true of other slow-moving, solitary baleen whales as well as the larger

odontocetes. Aerial photographs from helicopters have been used to assess stock size and

structure of smaller, faster moving odontocetes (Perryman & Lynn, 1994; Scott,

Perryman & Clark, 1985). These species, however, would not be good subjects for

behavioral study using these methods because individual animals would be difficult to
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follow, especially from altitudes such as those suggested by Richardson (1985) to

minimize disturbance for baleen whales.

Given the restrictions of helicopters and airplanes, a need exists for a mobile

observation platform that can take advantage of the benefits of an overhead vantage point

while being relatively unobtrusive to the animals under observation.

A1.2 Mobile Overhead Video Observation Platform
Considering the demands of systematic behavioral sampling, the difficulty of

meeting those demands in most environments with boat-based observations, and the

optical benefits of viewing from overhead we recognized a niche for a mobile, relatively

unobtrusive overhead video platform from which we could observe and record the

behavior of marine mammals. The system permits continuous viewing of a focal

individual in environments where such sampling is otherwise difficult to impossible. In

addition, the system can provide video footage subject to less reflection and refraction for

both these environments and those in which continuous observations are already possible.

To be an effective tool for continuous focal-animal sampling we designed this system

such that it could maintain an animal within the field of view for tens of minutes and

provide images of sufficient resolution to observe detailed behaviors.

A1.2.1 System Configuration and Operation

The system consists of seven major components: 1) A helium filled aerostat

which is tethered to the boat; 2) Remote controlled video camera suspended from the

aerostat; 3) Combined electrical/strength tether that brings video images down and carries

power and control signals from the support vessel; 4) Video recorder and monitor; 5)

Camera base unit that is the interface for camera control and power; 6) two towed

hydrophones, the signals from which are recorded directly onto the video tape with the

option of being filtered before recording; and 7) an appropriate support vessel providing

protection for equipment, adequate operating space, as well as a padded cradle for safe
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docking of the aerostat. An operator watching the video monitor controls the pan-tilt,

zoom, focus, and iris from the camera base unit. This real-time image feedback and

adjustment capability is crucial to the efficacy of the system. The video signal feeds

directly from the camera into the recorder to minimize generational loss, then to the

monitor. Figure 1 shows the entire system.

Current components of the system include a 1500 ft3 aerostat (Aerostar

International TRF1500), custom camera and pan-tilt system (Industrial Video Systems),

combined electrical and mechanical tether (Cortland Cable), digital video recorder (Sony

HR1000), and Sony Trinitron monitor. The aerostat carries a small aluminum bracket to

which the camera is bolted; this relatively rigid attachment minimizes wind induced

camera vibration. Also adding to the stability of the platform is the rigid-fin aerostat.

Previously an inflatable-fin model was used, but this airship was unstable in the presence

of relatively small airflow disturbances. For the camera unit we specified features based

on the need to obtain clear images of fast-moving animals. The camera is a 3-chip color

(JVC model KY-F55BU) providing 750 lines of horizontal resolution. All camera

features can be controlled remotely: the lens aperture (iris); interchangeable zoom lenses

(e.g. 8-80 mm or 12-120 mm); pan (3600 continuous at up to 1000 per second); and tilt

(900). The pan and tilt are operated with a joystick and are not mutually exclusive control

signals. The combined electrical/mechanical tether was also a revision from the earlier

system. A neoprene jacketed kevlar shell (1200 lb. breaking strength) provides

protection for the fiber optic line which carries control signals to the camera and video

from the camera, power cables, and a separate RG-179 coaxial cable available for an

additional fixed camera, e.g. wide angle. All of these features contribute to a system that

can address specific behavioral research questions and operate in a range of field

conditions.

This system has been operated from a relatively small boats (< 6 m) and is

intended for use in relatively calm inshore or near-shore waters. Suitable weather
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conditions for operating the system include winds :15 knots and no rain. A darkened

enclosed monitoring area to reduce glare on the video monitor has proven integral to

successful operation. Glare off the water surface often associated with a sunspot can

impede observations, but careful positioning of the boat relative to the subjects minimizes

this problem. Polarizing filters do not improve the image and often result in dark images

because advantageous as well as interfering polarizations of light are filtered out as the

lens spins with focus and zoom. In regards to any disturbance introduced by the system,

the only behavioral reaction noted has been in response to the shadow of the aerostat.

Approximately once per six hours of observation a brief (<10 sec) cessation of activity

occurred as the shadow passed over an animal, but the animal invariably returned to its

pre-disturbance activity.

A1.2.2 Applications of the System

To date the system has been used in eight studies of three different marine

mammal species. Video footage has been used to 1) estimate the life-stage of manatees

(Trichechus manatus) along the west coast of Florida (Flamm et al., 1999. In Prep); 2) to

study the foraging behavior of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) (Nowacek et al.,

1995); 3) to document the subsurface responses of bottlenose dolphins to vessel

approaches (Nowacek, 1999); 4) to collect pilot data on movement patterns and behavior

of Puget Sound killer whales (Nowacek et al., 1995); 5) to record interactions between

human swimmers and manatees; 6) to investigate the disturbance of manatees by boats;

7) to record the behavior and acoustic activity of male bottlenose dolphins; and 8) to

measure the swimming speed of wild bottlenose dolphins (Rohr et al., 1998). In a

detailed example of the system's application, the detailed sequences of behaviors leading

to prey capture have been recorded for bottlenose dolphins (e.g. head scanning, rooting,

see Section 4.3.2). In addition to these applications the overhead video system could be

an effective tool to study the spatial composition or relationships of groups of animals.

Also, in combination with a sound localization system (e.g. hydrophone array (Miller &
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Tyack, 1998; Spikes & Clark, 1996), the overhead video could be used to corroborate the

locations of vocalizing animals while recording the behavior of that individual as well as

other nearby animals. The system could also be used in a 'stationary' mode to monitor a

particular area of interest, e.g. critical foraging habitat or important travel

corridors/passes.
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Observation Advantages Disadvantages References
Technique [

Underwater: Continuous viewing at 'animal Limited applicable habitats (Dudzinski et al.,
a) Diving eye view', i.e. study spatial Inability-to study relatively 1995; Norris et

relations and behavior from large scale spatial relations al., 1994; Ostman,b) Viewing an individual animal's actual Relatively high observer- 1994; Rossbach &vehicle perspective. Continuous induced disturbance Herzing, 1997)
detailed observations of potential
behavior and behavior a) Short, animal-controlled
sequences. observation periods

Most detailed observations b) Highly weather (sea state)
possible dependent

Boat-based: Ability to maintain contact Inability to study relatively (Connor &
a) Clear water with focal-individual large scale spatial relations Smolker, 1996;

b) Opaque a) Continuous viewing of Potential disturbance due to Connor, Smolker
most behavior occurring boat presence & Richards, 1992;

water below water's surface b) Observations often limited Janik &
to surface behaviors Thompson, 1996;

Osborne, 1986;
Waples et al.,

1995)
Cliff Behavior not influenced by Inability to track individuals (Hanson &

observer of small species or large Defran, 1993;
Ability to study large-scale groups Jefferson, 1987;

spatial relations/organization Limited underwater viewing Norris et al.,
Limited behavioral detail 1994; Osborne,

available 1986)
Theodolite Behavior not influenced by Inability to track individuals (Jefferson, 1987;

observer of small species or large Malme et al.,
Track position/ movement of groups 1983; Norris et

identifiable individuals al., 1994; Sumich,
Assess large scale movements, 1983)

e.g. responses to playback
experiments

Measure swim speed, distance
traveled

Airplane Disturbance by observer can Observed-induced (Hain et al., 1992;
be minimized disturbance potentially Hubbs & Hubbs,

Overhead viewing angle significant depending on 1967; Lowry et
minimizes reflection and altitude al., 1996; Nerini
refraction Disturbance mitigation & Rugh, 1986;

Mobile platform permits study protocols reduce overhead Watkins &
of many populations viewing advantage Schevill, 1979;

Some sub-surface behavior Cannot follow individuals of WUrsig et al.,
visible many species, nor see 1984)

Identifiable animals can be behavioral detail
followed for long periods

Table Al. Summary of behavioral observation techniques: advantages, disadvantages, applications and
references (note: references are not meant to be exhaustive, simply representative). For 'Underwater' and
'Boat-based' categories, (a) and (b) distinctions apply to the entire row.
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Appendix 2. Acoustic Data Logger
Reprinted with permission from the Journal ofthe Acoustical Society ofAmerica
An onboard acoustic data logger to record biosonar of free-ranging bottlenose dolphins.

Douglas P. Nowacek*, Peter L. Tyack*, Randall S. Wellst, and Mark P. Johnsont

*Department of Biology and tDepartment of Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering, Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543; tChicago Zoological Society, c/o Mote Marine Laboratory. Sarasota, FL 34236

Abstract: The ecology of the odontocete echolocation system is not well understood despite a solid understanding of the
system's operation. To gain insight into the functional uses of dolphin biosonar we have developed an acoustic data logger
which utilizes a miniature DAT recorder and two suction-cup hydrophones. The first hydrophone is located 10 cm posterior
of the blowhole, and the second 20 cm below the lateral base of the dorsal fin. The anterior 'high-frequency' hydrophone,
designed specifically to record echolocation signals, has unity gain and a one-pole 10 kHz high pass filter. The 'ambient'
hydrophone located at the base of the dorsal fin has +18 dB gain and has a one-pole I kHz high pass filter. To obtain
echolocation recordings the 'hi gh-frequency' hydrophone was filtered through a simple demodulator in one of the
deployments. The package was attached to temporarily restrained animals which, after release, were followed to record
behavioral data. During the two successful deployments to date the logger recorded animal vocalizations, surfacing events,
the sounds of passing boats, and hydrodynamic sounds produced by the animal's fluke strokes.

INTRODUCTION

Odontocete cetaceans have been known for 37 years to use echolocation (Norris et a. 1961). The
characteristics of the sonar system of the bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus, have been elucidated through intensive
study of captive animals. Au (1993) reviews this research describing the dolphin trankmission and receiving systems
and documenting the characteristic acoustic features of the echolocation signals. We know also from these studies that
the dolphins' sonar system is excellent for target detection, discrimination, and classification and for range
discrimination (Au 1993). While the performance of the dolphin echolocation system is well characterized, its
functional uses by wild animals are not well understood. Recent studies have begun to elucidate some details of
odontocete echolocation use in the context of foraging (Verfuss and Schnitzler 1995; Miller et al. 1995). These studies
document changes in echolocation signals and use patterns as the animals move through a predation sequence, a
phenomenon also seen in foraging microchiropteran bats (Schnitzler & Henson 1980; Kick & Simmons 1984).

Bat research has successfully elucidated many of the operational and functional details of echolocation. In
addition to a good understanding of the performance (Schnitzler & Henson 1980) and neural processing (Dear & Suga
1995), the ecology of the bat echolocation system is much more fully understood than is the odontocete system
(Neuweiler 1983; Surlykke 1988). In fact, few data exist which can address even basic questions: how do odontocetes
use echolocation for navigation and/or foraging? Do patterns of use change diurnally?

DATA LOGGER DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

One reason that odontocete echolocation research has not progressed as quickly as bat research is the difficulty
in obtaining individually identified recordings of animals echolocating on biologically relevant targets. To procure such
recordings we have developed an onboard acoustic data logger utilizing a two-channel DAT recorder housed in
aluminum and attached to the dorsal fin with a Track Pack *(Figure 1). The recorder has a flat frequency response from
10 Hz-14 kHz, and each tape can store 120 stereo-minutes. The first suction-cup hydrophone (sensitivity -205 dB re I
pPa) is located 10 cm posterior of the blowhole, and the second 20 cm below the lateral base of the dorsal fin (Figure 1).
The anterior 'high-frequency' hydrophone, designed specifically to record echolocation signals, has unity gain and a
one-pole 10 kHz high pass filter. The 'ambient' hydrophone has +18 dB gain and has a one-pole I kHz high pass filter.
To obtain echolocation recordings the 'high-fmquency' hydrophone was filtered through a simple demodulator in one of
the deployments. This frequency shift circuit is similar to a single-side-band demodulator, consisting of a high-pass filter
(HPF) with passband edge at 70 kHz and a multiplier (implemented by an analog switch), modulating the filtered signal
with a 70 kHz square wave. The result is that the 70-85 kHz band is shifted to the 0-15 kHz band of the DAT recorder.
The purpose of the HPF is to minimize distortion in the recorded signal due to aliasing of the 55-70 kHz band by the
multiplier and the quality of the recording depends upon the stopband attenuation of the HPF. As the primary
application of the frequency-shifted recordings was to be in estimating click rates, a high degree of alias rejection was
not required. Given this and the small volume available in the tag for circuitry, we found that a straightforward
combination of tunable notch and 3-pole active high-pass filters was satisfactory. VHF radio transmitters were mounted
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in the track pack for tracking the animal and recovering the package after it released via corrosible magnesium links. As

part of the capture-release proj-ct in Sarasota, FL the package was attached to temporarily restrained animals which,

after release, were followed to record behavioral data,
During the two successful deployments to date the logger recorded echolocation clicks (Figure 2). whistles

(Figure 3), surfacing events, th: sounds.of passing boats, and hydrodynamic sounds produced by the animals' fluke

strokes (Figure 2). The predominant activity observed for both subjects was traveling; no foraging or social behaviors

were observed. One subject, a mature female, swam with her two-year old calf throughout the experiment, and both

mother and calf surfaced with another dolphin one time. She may have exchanged sounds with her calf or another

animal as whistles of alternating intensity were recorded. The second subject, a 9 year old female, did not behaviorally

interact with any other animals, but she was well within acoustic range (<100 m) of other animals during the follow.

I.
FIGURE 1. Data logger attached with a Track Pack' . Arrows show

the positions of the hydrophones. The ambient sensor remained

attached throughout all deployments, but the high frequency sensor

released shortly before package release.

A slightly modified package is scheduled for

further deployments in June. 1998. The modifications

include a carbon fiber housing. a clock circuit to control dhe

sampling interval, and pitch-roll-heading and depth sensors.
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FIGURE 2. Echolocation clicks recorded by the 'ambient' hydro-
phone. The best clicks were recorded during the non-demodulator
deployment. 'ie received sound levels were calculated using a
system component calibration (figures 2 & 3). The fluke strokes
appear as oscillations in the 'noise floor' (<4 kHz).
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FIGURE 3. Whistles recorded by the 'ambient' hydrophone. Due
to the directionality and frequency of clicks as compared to
whistles it is not surprising that the whistles produced a greater
received level. Note the difference in received level scale.
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